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What advice should secondsemester freshmen know
before heading into Spring
2002? Find out on this
week's Accent page. See
Bl.
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Glasser holds second campus conversation
BY SARAH HEANEY

Managing editor
Money issues dominated
Wednesday
morning's
"Conversation with the Presidentforum. Around 150 people attended the 8 a.m. forum at Walnut
Hall in the Keen Johnson
Building.
President Joanne Glasser
stated early in her 45 minute
address that the expected budget shortfalls were her No. 1
concern this semester. Governor
Paul Patton will issue his final

budget recommendations on
Tuesday.
The president reiterated that
her three priorities were protecting all base funded positions,
maintaining employee health
insurance benefits and providing
some salary increase.
This period of financial uncertainty will pass," Glasser said.
"We will meet the challenge if we
work together."
She pointed out that everyone
must try to use innovative thinking with new budgeting and
planning. Two new policies will

take place immediately that follow this objective.
The president announced that
certain offices will begin staying
open until 6 p.m., Monday
through Thursday. These offices
include admissions, advising,
financial aid, career services,
housing, the Student Success
Institute, and billings and collections.
Also, Glasser said certain
departmental funds will be
allowed to be carried over to the
next year. Excess funds will roll
over into the next budget

i»

With the budget facing a
deep cut, the Council on PostSecondary Education did not
endorse any Phase II capital projects. This includes the proposed business and technology
building and the student wellness center. However, Glasser
said the planning for the wellness center will go ahead immediately and the building plan
could be approved by the Board
of Regents in April. Construction
on the wellness center could
begin this summer.
See FORUM, A2 Preetdent Joanne Glasisrapeala at the llnaot two open fauns

Vonsick's mom
seeks damages
BYQMAVAU
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Promotions and WKQO, a Lexington ratio station.

Fighters duke it out
at Alumni Coliseum
BY SARAH HEAKY

Managing editor
"Come on rough men! Come on, fight! Get
in there!"
A disembodied voice yelled back-handed
encouragement to the two sweating men
throwing wild punches at each other in the
ring. Hundreds of spectators screamed
encouragement as the two men circled each
other. After only one round, the red corner
man was breathing heavily. A few well-placed
punches to the head left him dazed and
defeated by the third round.
No, this wasn't a professional prize-fight
on ESPN. These sometimes vicious, sometimes comical amateur boxing matches took
place in Alumni Coliseum last Friday and
Saturday nights. Just three men walked away
with championship titles and $1,000 checks.
More fighters endured the agony of defeat.
And a few just found themselves lying on the
mat, dazedly wondering what had just happened.
The Rough N' Ready Brawl was sponsored
by TNT Promotions and WKQQ, a Lexington

radio station. The competition was
divided into three weight divisions
and open to anyone within a 50
mile radius of Richmond.
Crowds of spectators lined up in
the chilly night air to pay $15 for
admission. Several shelled out an
extra five bucks to get ringside _
—
seats. Families stocked up on popcorn and soft drinks at the conces- Stacy Rader. left, Adam Prloa. center, and Donne Walters,
sion stand before heading to their right. eJI from Richmond, cheer during one of the matches,
seats in the gymnasium.
Following the night's fighters came the
The competition began on Friday night
with the winners of those bouts returning on ring girls, clad in colorful bikinis and high
Saturday to compete in the final rounds. heels. As they waved and wiggled for the
Officials from the Kentucky Boxing crowd's appreciation, the girls seemed conAssociation were on hand to judge and refer- scious they would be competing at the end of
. the night for the title of 2001 Richmond area
ee the fights.
The "roughest and rowdiest" of the ring girL
"Richmond, Kentucky, are you ready?!"
Richmond area began the night by parading
The fights began around 8 p.m. Each fight
around the red, white and blue ring, accompanied by triumphant music from "Rocky." consisted of three minute rounds with one
Some appeared anxious, but most strutted minute rest periods between each round. The
calmly and confidently in front of the crowd.
See BOXING, A2

On Oct. 6. 2000, 19-year-old
Eastern student Hal Vonsick Jr.
was killed in a drunken driving
accident on 1-75. Vonsick was a
passenger in the car driven by
fellow student and Beta Theta Pi
fraternity
brother
Josh
Mattingly.
Last year, a day before the
statute of limitations expired, the
Estate of Hal Vonsick Jr. filed a
Civil Suit in the Madison Circuit
Court against RRJC. INC.
(Tazwell's), the Beta Theta Pi
Fraternity, Chi Omega Sorority
and
Eastern
Kentucky
University.
On Oct. 5, 2001, Carolyn
Vonsick, Hal's mother, served
thri above partin -nith a fnrmsl
complaint.
The University fought for a
dismissal in the case, which was
granted on Dec 28,2000.
Kacey Coleman, university
counsel, said Eastern filed for
dismissal because "on the face,
they don't have a claim against
the university."
The death of Hal Vonsick Jr.
was extremely tragic. The university is not responsible for the
actions (as alleged). It was not a
university sponsored event," she
said.

The event in question is the
alleged hazing activity that took
place at Tazwell's, where
Vonsick was dressed as a baby
by his fraternity brothers and
sent out to search for his Big
Sister, a member of the Chi
Omega sorority.
Both Beta Theta Pi and Chi
Omega have been alleged with
participating in a hazing activity
that resulted in Vonsick's death.
Stacy Kelly, adviser to the Chi
Omega sorority, replied to the
allegations with the following
statement: "We in Chi Omega
are saddened by the loss of Hal
Vonsick Jr. We have been notified of our involvement in a lawsuit. We are currently in a fact
collecting mode and it is inappropriate for 1 or any member of Chi
Omega to make any comment"
"When we are in a position to
discuss, then we will do so,"
Kelly said.
When asked for a comment
on behalf of Beta Theta Pi. adviser Jim McClanahan said "no
comment has been made and I'm
not making one."
McClanahan soggested The
Progress call the national office
for the fraternity; at press time
the office couldn't be reached.
After Eastern was formally
See LAWSUIT, A2

Secretary pleads
not guilty to theft
PBOORE88 STAFF REPORT
According to her attorney, an
Eastern secretary has pleaded not
guilty via video arraignment in
Madison County District Court to
charges of stealing more than
$15,000 from the College of
Business and Technology.
Chae Lee Dennis, 26. of Waco,
was arrested on Jan. 9 and charged
with embezzling the money. She
has been the college's secretary
for just over a year, but has
worked for Eastern since 1997.
According to the arrest citation,
Dennis took die money by charg-

ing goods, services,
and
money to a university credit
card and forging
payroll vouchers. Eastern's
Division
of
Public Safety Chae Lee
made die arrest Dennis wM
Dennis
was appear In court
taken to the Feb. 13.
Madison County
Detention Center.
Dennis is scheduled to appear
in court again on Feb. 13al9i
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■ There will be no classes
Monday In celebration of
Martin Luther King Jr. Day.

Campus plans MLK calendar c*"™un« «**»

PFH

Partly Cloudy
Snow Showers
,„„ Rain and Snow

MT

The legacy of Martin Luther
King Jr. is alive and well throughout the Richmond community and
within Eastern's campus. Eastern's
Office of Multicultural Affairs,
headed by Interim Director John
Peregoy, has been busy planning a
commemorative celebration honoring the leader and unity.
A commemorative march will
take place bn Monday beginning at
11 a.m. Community members will
march from the courthouse, while

Eastern h—
has ■a liJ
ft* rimy
day rt
of
events scheduled tor
Monday In honor of Martin
Luther King Jr.'s Me. For a
Ml latino, of campus events,
see page A2.
To find out which Kentucky
schools are stJN hoWng
rtaasss, see our article on
AS.

CMIMH

Eastern students will depart from
the Meditation Chapel. Both
groups will convene at the Baptist
^Student Union for a short reception. A commemoration dinner and
awards ceremony will take place
during the evening from 5-7 p.m.
Many activities have been
included in planning for the celebration of King'" life- The unitv
service, beginning after the participants of the march reach the
Baptist Student Union, will present
several speakers. Some of the individuals include Eastern President

Joanne Glasser and Robert R.
Blythe, an Eastern professor,
leader of the focal NAACP and pastor of the First Baptist Church.
Blythe sees the opportunity as a
way to "reflect upon and further
the dream of the late Dr. King."
The evening ceremony will
include a plethora of activity.
Music will be provided by the First
Baptist Men's Choir and Eastern's
musk department An awards ceremony will take place, honoring
participants in the "Voices of
See MLK, A2
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BOXING: Participants ready for next year
fights followed each other in
quick succession
Some fighters quickly jumped
into the fight, throwing wild
punches and energetically shoving their opponents around the
ring. Other contenders seemed
■ore disciplined, waiting patiently to place their punches and outlast their opponents. And quite a
lew competitors resorted to
elbowing, kidney punches and
definitely illegal headlocks.
More than one nose bleed was
evident upon the end of several
■ghts.
One fighter in particular
aeemed to overwhelm his opponents with sheer speed and energy. Thomas Waldt n.Jpown aa
T.C., got the loudest cheers of the
night by pumn: ung one opponent after another. The loudest
supporter of this middle-weight
contender was his mother sitting
front row, ring side.

Tm having a ball, all my boys and went home with the title of
and ex-husband are here,* runner-up and a $250 check.
SueAnn Hunter of Richmond
The joy of victory and the
said. "Oh. I'm just
agony of defeat
having a great
had a very real
timer
meaning for
I'm
Hunter
dozens of men
ball, all
explained her son
this weekend at
had fought before
Alumni
boys
in amateur matchColiseum. Event
es
held
at
coordinator
ORiley's Bar and
Mike Chapman
Grill
in
SueAnn Hunter, said his organiRichmond.
Richmond resident zation is arrangHunter enthusiasing to come
tically
threw
back
to
Richmond withpunches in the anas she cheered
in the next year.
Some of this
her son on.
However, when Walden was past weekend's contenders will be
knocked out briefly in the first back to try again.
round of the middle weight cham"I had a lot of fun," fighter
pionship match, her cheers Andy Lowery of Richmond said,
turned into a scream. But Walden despite his early Saturday night
was up and walking within a loss. "I'm going to do it again next
minute. He conceded the match year."
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Are you
looking for
PART-TIME
EMPLOYMENT?

$8.50 - $9.50 per hour
20-25 hours per week
Convenient work schedules
Paid vacation, holidays, plus medical benefits
$2,000 per year night-sort tuition reimbursement

Call 1-888-WORKUPS
For more information or visit: www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

YOU'RE IN
COLLEGE
NOW

0
Mtfs

Live Blues
Thurs.* 9 -12 p.m

w/ Ron Harris
& The Knott Bros.
"Bucket of Rocks91
(SRoUimt:*ocksf*r$6)

Want more news?Visit our Web site,
www.eaitornprogresa.coni

IT'S TIME
FOR ADULT
FAST FOOD

LAWSUIT: Dean, VP named in complaint
From The Front

Stop
Dougherty is
named in the
lawsuit filed by

Carolyn
Vonsk*.

dismissed
from the suit,
Carolyn filed an
amended complaint against
Sandra Moore,
acting dean of
student development, and
Associate Vice
President for
Alumni Affairs
Skip
Daugherty.
The complaint alleges

that as Acting Dean of Student
Development, Sandra Moore
"failed to regulate, monitor and
supervise the activities of... Beta
Theta Pi Fraternity and ... Chi
Omega Sorority, including the
prohibition of hazing activities ...
which was the direct and proximate cause of the death of Hal A.
Vonsick Jr.
"I am not in a position to comment due to pending litigation,"
Moore said.
Vice
President
Skip
Daugherty declined to comment
on his involvement with the case.
The lawsuit claims as former

MLK: Events focus on unity
From The Front
Unity" essay contest, a competition for local middle and high
school students. Dr. John
Peregoy expressed the importance of the essay contest
"It is imperative that we
involve our community's middle
and high school students,
because they are our future."
Peregoy said.
Extensive time and support
have been contributed by members of Eastern's Office of
Multicultural Affairs, members of
the community and local businesses such as Sunrise
Chiropractic, Citizens Guarantee
Bank and the Hampton Inn.
Peregoy was quick to commend and thank all of those who
are contributing.
"An event of this caliber
requires a lot of dedication from
many people...doing many
things," Peregoy said. "And we
have been blessed with a plethora
of dedicated individuals."
Peregoy also expressed his
hopes for good attendance at the
event
"I'm extremely optimistic
about having a large turnout,"
Peregoy said. "We have one week

to impress people."
The celebratory events should
lure many from both Eastern and
its surrounding community to participate. However, the importance
of the event lies within its theme:
"Voices of Unity."
Karen McCain, coordinator of
multicultural student services
elaborated on this.
"Our theme, "Voices of Unity,'
should bring about the togetherness of Eastern and its community." McCain said. "If we are to
act upon the ideals of King, we
must come together as a people.
Any misconception of King's
ideals being geared strictly
towards black rights should be
rationalized, for they aim to
achieve collective freedom for all
of humanity."
Those wishing to attend the
celebration and dinner can purchase tickets through the Office
of Multicultural Student Service.
Tickets are available for $15, $20
at the door; students with a valid
school ID will be charged $5 and
$7 at the door. Free tickets have
been donated and are available at
the Office of Multicultural
jervices located on the bottom
floor of the Powell Building.

Dean of Student Development.
Daugherty "failed to implement
policies and procedures that regulated, monitored and supervised the activities of ... Beta
Theta Pi Fraternity and .... Chi
Omega Sorority, including the
prohibition of hazing activities
..." for 30 years.
Russell J. Clark, previous
owner of Tazwell's, has since left
Richmond and was unavailable
for comment on his involvement
in the suit'
Vonsick's mother was
phoned, but could not be
reached.

Martin Luther King
Jr. Day Events
Eastern n hosting a variety of
•wonts to cocTpfinmonto
Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
Here is the schedule tor
Jan. 21.:
11 am. — March from
Machaon County courthouse
or Eastern's MedRatton
Chapel to the Baptist
Student Canter.
1140 a.m. — Reception at
Baptist Student Canter
Noon-1 p.m. — Unity service
with Eastern President
Joanne Olasssr.
5-7 p.m. ^ Gomrnamoratton
dinner and awards ceremony in Keen Johnson
Ballroom, honoring "Voices
of Unity" essay contest winners. John Poragoy or
Eastern's Office of
Multicultural Student
Services w* serve as master of ceremonies.
Tickets to the dinner and
awards ceremony may be
purchased by catling 859622-3205 or by going to
room 18 of the Powel
BuHdng.
RSVPs are required by tomorrow.

FORUM: Old issues still raise concerns
From The Front
'A student wellness center
would be an excellent tool for
student recruitment and retentioa," Glasser said.
Other issues Glasser dis-

cussed were the importance of ' crosswalk, her continued supthe strategic plan being formu- port for campus diversity and
lated for the university. She her hope to renovate the comaddressed concerns about the muter lounge in the Powell
alcohol policy, ongoing issues Building. Glasser also discussed
surrounding the Lancaster services at extended campuses.

portraits
done
with us.
•Portraits
•Weddings
•Commercial
•Digital Services
•One Hour Photo
•Enlargements

Stephen
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CHICKEN FINGERS
COMBO
$3.99

ANY MARKET
FRESH COMBO
$1.00 OFF

(4 Piece Chicken Hagerv ( url» Fries, Media* Drink)
Buy up to 6 al this price with this coapon.
Not •alia' nith any other coupon.
ValM thru March 3, 2M2.
. Gooa" al partkipatiag \rh>\.

Bay ap lo a al thh price with this coapoa.
Not talM with any other coapoa.
ValM thra March 3, 2M2.
Good at participating Arhy'a.

_L.

2 REGULAR
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES
$3.00

BEEF N CHEDDAR
SANDWICH
$1.99

•ay ap to It ia anltiplet of 2 al this price

Bay ap to a at Ink price with this
Nat valla- with any otto
ValM thra March 3,2MZ.
Gooa at participating ArhyV

with this coupon.
Not »alld with aay other coupon.
ValM ihra March 3, 2*02.
Gooa" al participating Arby V

7
2 SUBS FOR
$4.00

■a* op lo a al Ihli price with this
Not ralM with aay other coapaa.
ValM thra March 3, 2M2.
Good at participating Arhy'a.

Bay ap to It ia anhiples of 2 at this price
With thfe CMNMM.

Nat valM with aay other caaaaa,
ValM thru March 3, 2N2.
Koo4 at participating \rb» V

ANY CHICKEN
SANDWICH
$1.99

,_L.

NOW ACCEPTING CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS
at select locations

NEED CASH?
EARN MONEYIJP6R BOOKS,
TUITION, FOOD, (MjlHATEVER
YOU MAY NEEB~lSlHPLY BY
DONATING PLASMA

CALL FOR AN
APPOINTMENT^ BIOLIFE
PLASMA SERVICES
FORMERLY SERA-TEC
BIOLOGICALS

EARN UP TO
$19S FOR FIRST
8 CONSECUTIVE
DONATIONS.

292 SOUTH SECOND STREET

624-9815
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Harrell appointed
to new VP spot

Hemp Company

All the stuff you loved about
us before...PLUS

BY SARAH HEAHEV

Managing editor
A new associate vice president
joined the ranks of Eastern's
administrators over the winter
break.
Ron Harrell was named associate vice president of public relations and marketing on Jan. 2.
Formerly the director of public
relations and marketing, Han-ell's
new position comes with expanded duties and responsibilities
along with a $17,885 salary
increase.
Harrell is responsible for planning and directing Eastern's communications programs, providing
general public relations counsel
and coordinating special university projects.
Via email. President Joanne
Glasser explained Harrell's title
was changed to reflect her commitment to expand and enhance
communication and information
at Eastern.
"His position was simply

Eaatwn gradua>»d 913 students
at commencement exercises Dec.
15 in Alumni Coliseum. Above.
ROTC graduates are sworn in as
second lieutenants during the ceremony.
Right, a student holds a rose and
the commencement program.

Photo* by Kevin Martm/Progress

upgraded and a title change made
to more accurately reflect the
level of responsibility of the position and its responsibility to the
entire university campus and offcampus community," Glasser
said.
Glasser noted that given the
size and nature of Eastern, the
title change was appropriate and
consistent with many similar institutions around the region and
country.
Harrell said his new position
will better help him promote the
work and accomplishments of
Eastern faculty and students.
"President Glasser has committed to providing an increased
level of communication as we continue to focus on the recruitment
of new students," Harrell said.
Harrell joined the Eastern staff
in 1984 as director of public information.
Originally
from
Middlesboro, he has a master's
degree in communications.

Bookstore meets back-to-school needs
BY MATTHEW DALLMAN

Assistant news editor
Eastern's on-campus bookstore
is helping students prepare for
the 2002 spring academic semester.
The bookstore, under the ownership of Barnes and Noble since
last semester, continues to provide service into this semester.
Students are pouring in to purchase textbooks, pencils, book
bags and other necessary items
for this semester's academic
endeavors. Linda Kenicy. a store
employee, seemed very pleased
with the overall operation of the
store.
"Things have been going
smoothly," Kenley said. "We have
hired additional help for the
beginning of the semester, which
has really paid off."
Kenley is one of many employees that have been busy helping
Eastern students purchase their
materials. The store is filled with
people prepared to assist at even
the slightest beckoning. Finding
the right book at the right time is
the goal of the bookstore employees.

Book Rush
Curious about where to buy
your reading material this
semester? The Progress
surveyed three book
outlets to find out which
offered the best prices.
The results:

l

ENG211
"Norton Anthology of
World Masterpieces"

Many of Eastern's students
complimented on the absence of
long check out lines. Jason
Nallie, an Eastern senior, commended the ease of book buying
under the Barnes and Noble system.

■ Campus
■ UBS
H ocAmpus.com

job with the purchasing process
as welL"
Nallie is like all students traversing Eastern's campus. With a
busy schedule and impending
time restraints, he hopes to use
his time efficiently. The bookstore
gives him that opportunity.
Many new services are present
in the current bookstore that have
been absent in previous years.
One can find an extensive supply
of literature, school supplies and
music as well as textbooks.
Kenley and her fellow staff
members have done their best to
satisfy the masses in all categories.
However, some students are still
unhappy with the book buyback.
Charlie O'Daniel. a recent graduMAT 107
ate of Eastern, voiced the senti■College Algebra:
ment of many Eastern students.
Graphs and Models"
"I had a $65 book that they
offered me $5 for," O'Daniel said.
Eun-Young You/Progress "I wasn't very satisfied with the
money I was getting back."
However, many of the old com"I've noticed a considerable
decrease in the time one waits to plaints seem to be vanishing.
"It's nice to see Eastern
purchase his items," Nallie said.
"Not only is someone constantly advancing," Nallie tail "I'm now
available to assist you in finding content with buying ny books on
your books, but they do a great campus."

Professional Body Piercing & Body Jewelry
New Age Supplies
Huge Selection of Unique Gifts

New Location Upstairs
Porter Plaza

JZ. 623-HEMP
Welcome back EKU Students

Kapp
pa
Congratulate
New Actives
Alicia Battelle
Susan Bledsoe
Tessica Brewer
Kittrina Downy
Melissa Easter
Amy Gabhart
Stephanie Gravitt
Tina Masters
Amanda Sheanshang
Caroline Stamm
Rebecca Wilkerson

I

Informational:
1/23 - McGregor Date Lounge 9 p.m. Casual
Rush:
1/29 Herndon (Powell Bldg.) 9 p.m. Dress
1/30 McGregor Lobby 5 p.m. Casual
1/31 McGregor Lobby 9 p.m. Casual
2/5 McGregor Lobby 9 p.m. Casual
2/6 McGregor Lobby 5 p.m. Casual

1

www.galaxybowling.com

32 Bowling
Lanes •

Galaxy
Center
Bowling
In Richmond!

236 West Mam Street

,*»*.

3,000 sq. ft.
Arcade

B

CAMPUS SPECIAL)

1 large
1 topping

r

rV»

Every Sunday
Through January!
9 p.m. - 11 p.m.
EKU Students

.99

FREE DELIVERY

624-0404

Cosmic Bowling 4 Shoe Rental

CAMPUS DELIVERY ONLY

$4.00 per game
Student ID Required

/

We can accommodate to help you celebrate your
birthday, organizational meetings, banquet, or reception!

PIZZA
Next to Ryan's & Steak n'Shake

1025 Amberlv Way • 624- 4444

if MAGIA
BREAD

if STROMBOLI if SWEETIE PIE
• WINGS

* CHEESE
BREAD
:\
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Udall Scholarship
applications available

ed in the Campbell Building. The
exhibit is free and open to the
public. For gallery hours call
6224135.

Applications for the Udall
Scholarship
for
Native
Americans are now available.
The $5,000 scholarship is offered
to sophomores and juniors interested in public policy and/or the
health care field.
For more information call
Charles Elliot at 622-1538.
The deadline for applications
is Feb. 1.

Jessamine sheriff
to speak at graduation

at Eastern** Danville campus will
be held from 10 a.m. to noon Jan.
26 at Eastern's Danville Center.
The program in applied computing is new to the Danville area
and will also be offered to the
Corbin and Manchester campuses.
For more information call
Jaleh Rexaie at 622-2398.

A graduation ceremony for
Criminal Justice officers will be
held at 11 a.m. Jan. 18 in Posey
Auditorium in the Stratton Taxpayer Education
Buildingsponsors workshop
Jessamine County Sheriff Joe
Walker will speak to the graduatThe Eastern SMDC will sponing class about the affects of sor an Internal Revenue Service
loosing two deputies in a shoot- Tax workshop in Corbin from 6
p.m. to 9 p.m. Jan. 31.
out on Nov. 13.
The IRS Taxpayer Education
Civil War Roundtable and Communication Office will
conduct the workshop. It will be
meeting Jan. 25
held at Eastern's Tri-County
The Madiaon County Civil Center on the Cumberland Gap
War Roundtable will host a din- Parkway. To register call tollner and a meeting at 6 p.m. Jan. free 1-A77-358-7232.
25 in the Board of Regents room
in the Powell Building.
After dinner, a program on CKBC Blood Drive
'George Frederic Root's Civil set for Jan. 29-30
January is National Volunteer
War Parlor Songs" will be presented by Cheryl Jackson of the Blood Donor Month. The
Eastern musk department
Central Kentucky Blood Center,
Call 624-2760 for dinner reser- together with Eastern and
Morehead State University, will
vations.
hold a Blood Drive in the Powell
New master's program Lobby from 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Jan. 29-30.
coming to Danville
For more information call
An informational meeting to Loretta Robinson at 606-679discuss a new master's program 7413.

Eastern students
eligible for assistance
The U.S. Commission for
Scholastic Assistance is offering
college tuition assistance information to Eastern students.
For information on obtaining
a list of scholarships available,
send a self-addressed, stamped,
business size #10 envelope to:
The U.S. Commission for
Scholastic Assistance. P.O. Box
668. O'Fallon. IL 62269.

Kurzinger, faculty
showcase in Giles
The new members of the Art
faculty will join Betsy Kurzinger
in an exhibit that consists of
graphic design, jewelry, metalsmithing, photography and
sculpture.
The exhibit will run Jan. 15Feb. 6 in the Giles Gallery, locat-

lot
1 tor nM and auction. Light
data* and mechanical aptitude needed. Work your own hours. 15-20
hours per week. $7.00 per hour.
Phone: 859-624-1414
Have the summer of your Me at a
prestigious coed eteepewey camp In
tie beauMul Pocona Mountains of
Pennsylvania. 2 1/2 hours from NYC.
We're seeking oouneetore who can
teach any Team 8 Individual Sports.
Tennis. Gymnastics. Horseback
Riding, Mt. Biking. Theatre. Tech
Theatre. Circus, Magic, Arts a Crafts,
Pioneering, Chmomg Tower. Water
Sports, Music, Dance, Science or
Computers. We also seek Theatre
Directors. Great salaries and perks,
plenty of free time. Internships avalable for many majors. On - campus
interviews on Feb. 7 Call 1-800-8696083 between 9 and 5 eastern time on
weekdays for appacatton, brochure,
and information, www.islanolake.com
eWvteke O aol. com
Hall's on the River Now hiring
Servers, apply in person 2 - 5 p.m.,
122S Athens-Booneeboro Rd. 859527-0820
Now accepting applications tor al
positions. Madison Garden
FOR RENT:
Re sea red 14 room Victorian home
with 5 bedrooms. 4 tuN bathe and
more. Ideal rent sharing. $1,200 per
month. $800 deposit. 433 Oak St.
phone 859-624-7883 (days) or 860389-5159 (nights).
Tired of noisy apartments? Cozy, furnished loft apartment tor one in quiet
neighborhood, near EKU No smoking. $305 per month includes utilities!
Call 859-623-2410 or 859-893-2410.
Cindl Mater ie 401 Happy Birthday on

Groups:
Earn $1,000$2,000 this semester with the easy
Campuafundraiaer.com three-hour
fundratelnu event Does not nvokre
croon can] aypwCBWont. runoraMwng
dates are Hang queMy, so cat today!
Contact Carnpuefundialssi.com at
888-823-3236. or v»* www campuetundraieer.com
i day potential
Training provided. 1-800-293-3985
sat 120
Ssart your own FrefrnWyl Zeta
Beta Tau m looking for men to start a
new Chapter. H you are interested in
academic succeee, a chance to network and an opportunity to make
friends in a rwvpledging Brotherhood,
e-mail: zbtOzbtnational org or call 1800-431-9674.

John Brannen reported an
envelope containing $498 was
stolen from his desk. The cash
belonged to the Eastern basketball team. Brannen said that he
often leaves his door open
because he is in and out frequently.
Dec 14

Scotty D. Ham, 23, Somerset,
was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia.
Priscilla Keller reported that
upon leaving the Lancaster parking lot me rear window of her car
broke out. Keller did not notice
any damage prior to leaving the
lot
Lynne Williams reported someone unlawfully entering her office
and stealing her wallet Williams
explained that she had locked her
door prior to the incident. The
wallet contained a Kentucky operator's license, a social security
card, some credit cards and $10
cash.
Lydia Huguely reported a rug
missing from Telford Hall.
Mellisa J. Lore reported that
her car parked on University
Drive was entered and hems were
stolen. There were no signs of
forced entry. Lore said that she
thought she had locked her car.
Carter S. Colb. 19. Richmond,
was charged with possession of
drug paraphernalia. Colb was a
possible suspect in a theft case.
When asked, Colb permitted a
police officer to search his vehicle
and four pipes containing marijuana residue were found.
Jared Lippman reported damage to his car. The damage was
caused by a falling tree limb that
left a large dent in the roof section
and trunk lid.
Hoang Nguyen, 18, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with
leaving the scene of an accident
Dec. 13
Michael Wood. 21. Richmond,
was arrested and charged with
disorderly conduct
Lindsey Wilcox reported that
her car was broken into, while

Jonathan
Nichols,
19,
Lagrange, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication
Joshua Ursorung reported that
his car had been damaged while
parked in the Commonwealth
parking lot
Nicholas Johnson,
20,
Louisville, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication,
marijuana possession and posses
sion of drug paraphernalia.
Jonathan
Nichols,
19.
Lagrange, was charged with alcohol intoxication.
Dec. 11
Joshua Ray reported damage
to his vehicle. The car was parked
in the Brockton lot
Donna Gabbard reported that a
female resident had complained
that an unknown male had looked
at her in the shower.
Lindsay Noe reported that the
tires on her car had been deflated.
There was no apparent damage to
the tires.
Dec. 9

Jonah 1 ffron reported that an
individual was attempting to gain
access to a room in Case Hall.
The individual was yelling and
screaming to be let in to the victim's room. Heffron escorted the
suspect from die building.
Dec. 7

Ryan
Smolenski,
18,
Elizabethtown, was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
Gabriel
Hensley,
22.
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Nicholas Loeser. 22. Louisville.
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
Richard Middleton reported
that five ceiling tiles had been
smashed on the ninth floor of
Keene Hall. The floor was littered
with chocolate snack cakes and
debris from the tiles. Upon further inspection, a restroom door
was found ripped off its hinges.
The restroom's metal stall doors
had damage consistent with being
kicked in.
Barbara Barnhart reported that
her car had been keyed. The car
was parked in the Case lot at the
time of the incident

Joey Sammons, Residential
Coordinator for Keene Hall,
reported that a fire extinguisher
was dropped down the opening of
a staircase.
Dec. 6

Veronica Cooper reported that
two textbooks had been stolen
from her dorm room in Clay Hall.
Melissa Hall reported that one
of her tires had been cut while
her vehicle was parked in the
Disney lot The following day, a
computer-generated note was
placed on her windshield accusing her of having sex with the
note writer's boyfriend.

TRAVEL.

Spring Break wNh 8TS. America's
•1 Student Tour Operator. Promote
trips on-campus, earn cash and free
trips. Irrro/Reservations: 1-800-6484849, www.ststravel.com
AAAAI Spring Break Bahamas
Party Cruteel 5 days $279! Includes
meals 8 free parties! Awesome
beaches, nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun 8 Jamaica $459!
spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-

BJLUBV

.PAHAMACITTBIACH.

Whotc M'thoay wm be
observed on the 21st of
January this year?"

• STEAMBOAT'

Be the first one to answer

• SOUTH PADM.

the question correctly

& win a Free T-shirt

Kristi Deaton reported that her
cellular telephone was stolen.
Deaton advised that she had left it
in a room in Case Hall.
Nathaniel Deal. 21, London,
was arrested and charged with
driving on a suspended license.
Ashley Martin reported her car
stereo stolen from her vehicle
parked in the Telford Lot. The
driver's side front window of
Martin's jeep was slashed in order
for the perpetrator to gain entry.
Martin also stated that a $35 Hank
Williams Jr. box set taken from
her vehicle.
Dec. 2
Donna Gabbard, Residential
Coordinator for Clay Hall, reported that someone had wrapped her
vehicle with Saran wrap and toilet
tissue while it was parked in the
Bumamlot.
April Johnson reported her
denim jacket stolen. She had
placed it in the Eastern library
computer lab.
Dec. 1

Patrick Blount reported that
shaving cream had been sprayed
into the light fixtures of
Commonwealth Hall. A sprinkler
head was also severely damaged.

r.mnchase.com
l.eOQ.iTJaTCHAll

Niki Jackson, a resident of
Case Hall, reported that someone
had taken her bank card and
drained her bank account

up to 7 eight *&
room package "^

'student
lmW«

•JJ- L - .

FREE INTERNET CAFE 24 Hoi
TreskallearUs
sfHsrMa

***
T*

IVCWEI CAM OF OAYTONAIEACH

I Ton F,~ 1-877-257-5431
-•'.springbreak2.com

ACT NOW!
Guarantee the best
ftPBIMl RBEAK PBICMI
South Padre. Cancun,
Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapulco. Florida. &
Mardl Gras. Reps
Needed...Travel Free.
Earn 88$.

QROur piflcowre roa s>,

(859)62^-2200
ON CORNER OF FIRST & MAIN

300TH

A

.i w lelsuretours i om

Glyndon Tailors

ROY KIDDS

WIN

103 South Third
859-623-1308
all alterations Including:
• hem jeans
• replace zippers
• repairs & buttons
• alter formats
• tuxedo rentals

Madison
s A a a a n IL i

Colonel's
Cornor
298 S. 2nd Street
New
Owner

-JSM

t wrr

Bulbs!

Amy Nestor reported damage
to her vehicle. The vehicle was
parked in the Martin lot
Nov. 30
Jonah Heffron reported that a
window had been broken on the
third floor of Case Hall.

Sun - Surf - Activities

.DATTOHABlACH.ASPni.

Linda Kenley reported that an
individual attempted to sell back a
book to the Eastern bookstore
that was not actually his.
Dec. 5

Spring Break Rename Ctty
from $129! Boardwalk room w/
kitchen, next to dubs! 7 parties indudmg free drinks! Deytona $159! springbreektfaveLcom1-600-67»S386

#1
Spring Break Vacattonel
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas A
Florida. Earn cash 8 go free! Now
hiring Campus Reps. 1-800-2347007. erKtaeesummsrtours.com

CUSTOM
SCREEN
PRINTING

• ■HUM •

Spring Steak Cancun. Panama City.
Deytona. South Beach. Florida. Beat
hotels and parses. Lowest prtcesl
www.bisokoialiavsl.com 1-800-9856789

Want to place a ctoeaHtsd? Can 859622-1881. We also place birthday
announcements free!

compiled by Matthew DaHman

parked in the Commonwealth
parking lot The only hem stolen
was a computer tower.

Spring Break Panama Ctty
"Summit" Condoa. discount rates.
404-365-9637.

Earn $1000 tor your group Work on
campus to raise money tor your student group or organization. Make
your own schedule and earn $6 par
appacatton. Pleats eel 1-800-8087450.

► Police Beat: Dec.
Jan. 2
Beverly Fusel reported the slicing of rocking chair cushions in
the grand reading room of Crabbe
Library. The time frame and perpetrators of the incident remain
unknown. Hisel estimated the
damage to value between $100
and $150.

nastons/pareasl Lowest prices guaranteed! Bast aatoea/riotatal Free
booze/food! 2 tree trips on 15 setea.
Earn cash! Group discounts! Book
online: www.suneplaehtours.com 1800-428-7710

^HiSm Beds

P- 623-0456
Convenient Shopping
-Gas
-Grocery

m^Deli: Made fresh daily

•Hot foods
• Wings
•Deli Sandwiches
-Coffee/Cappuccino
larettes
)ttery

*Tan at ou
"Xtreme Beds"
15 or 20 Minutes only $3.00 • Hour*. 9a.m. - 9:30p.m. (Earliest in Town)
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Board takes out $7M
lease for training center

<Vvui
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Hr-Awpr
Managing editor

BY SAWAH

The Eastern Kentucky
University Board of Regents met
in a special called meeting Jan. 4
to discuss a $7 million supplemental lease agreement for the new
Department of Criminal Justice
Training building.
The board voted unanimously
to amend the lease and add the $7
million needed to finish the complex. This allows Eastern
President Joanne Glasser to enter
into an amended lease agreement
with the state Finance Cabinet
and the state Building and
Property Commission.
Extra money was needed to
complete the new complex, located on Kit Carson Drive. Jacinta
Manning, public information officer for the Department of
Criminal Justice Training, said
die money initially obtained from
the state legislature wasn't
enough to finish the project
"We originally had plans to
build a $20 million building,
which is what's going up right
now," Manning said. "But when
we were commissioned to train
more officers, it became too small
for what we needed."
In 1998. House BUI 455 dictated that the Department of
Criminal Justice Training also
work with sheriff's departments,
bailiffs and university police. The
department began training these
additional officers in 1999.
Eastern's criminal justice training program works with 7,444 law
enforcement personnel a year.
This includes basic training and
in-service, which is for sworn in
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Gnu VALE
News editor

Four days after the death of
Martin Luther King Jr.. his family
pushed for a national holiday to
honor the accomplishments made
in his life.
That was April 8, 19*58. Fifteen
years later, in August of 1983, the
House of Representatives passed
the King Holiday Bill, providing
the King holiday to be observed
on the third Monday in January. It
was not until 1986 that the first
national King Holiday was
observed.
Today the holiday is celebrated
in the United States and by groups
in over 100 nations. It is celebrated with marches, dinners, exhibits
and educational programs offered
on the television to commemorate
and reflect on visions of unity and
diversity.
According to the King Center
Web she. the day is a day for celebration, remembrance and education. However, the center makes it
clear that it is also a day of service.

(Behind Applebees)

859-624-9825

«

Ksvin MarwvPragrass
structton. but a $7 miltton lease was stti needed for additional funding.

officers who need additional training.
The extra money will help
enlarge the new building to allow
more room for the trainees.
Mattox Hall has been used to
house the criminal justice
trainees since December 1996.
The dorm will be released back to
the university after the new complex is complete.
"The $7 million portion
approved is like a second part of
the project," Manning said. "It
includes the physical training
building and a simulation track."
The simulation track is similar
to a virtual reality game where an
officer can practice driving in different situations in a totally safe environment A person can choose the
year, model and make of the car
they usually drive in the simulator.
The Department of Criminal
Justice's new training facility is
considered a tenant of Eastern's

property so the money for the
project doesn't go through
Eastern, Manning said. Eastern
bought the property the complex
stands on in August 1997.
"We build this building to our
needs and specifications and we
pay for it" Manning said. "But the
lease says if we ever leave then
they (Eastern) would be able to
take it over."
Manning stated the money
comes from Frankfort and doesn't
affect Eastern's budget. The
Kentucky Law Enforcement
Foundation Program Fund
(KLEFPF) funds the complex.
The complex had been slated
for completion in spring 2001.
Manning said they expect to
move the department's offices
into the building by June.
The next Board of Regents
meeting will be Jan. 31 at the
Kentucky History Center in
Frankfort.

and computers so students could
do quick e-mail checks.
Davis also said she would like
to see the area around the big
screen TV become a lounge for
commuters.
Long term plans might include
improvements to Powell's downstairs, an area that did house the
bowling alley. The bowling alley
was closed this year, Davis said it
had been losing $20,000 annually.
"We can turn things in this
building around," Davis told the
senate.
But that might take longer
than anticipated—after hearing
her request and a short discussion on the proposal. Minority
Affairs Chair Jackie Leach proposed postponing taking any
action because the money would
come from a fund of $30,000 the
SGA will hand out to student
organizations this semester. If
the Senate decides to fund the

Powell renovations, it would
only have $10,000 left for student organizational funding
requests.
The Senate voted to table the
request until the next meeting,
requesting that Davis' office submit a detailed list of what the
money would be used for. much
like organizations requesting
money from the fund are required
to do.
In other business, the SGA
approved Brandon Dixon as chief
justice of the student court. Dixon
served as the court's associate
chief justice last semester.
The Senate is also looking to
replace Stacia Chenoweth, who
resigned as chair of the Student
Rights committee at the end of
last semester. Lucas Hammons,
the Senate's speaker pro tern, wijl
serve as interim chair until a
replacement for Chenoweth is
appointed.

Two Kentucky schools to be
in session on MLK Jr. Day
BY

839 EKU Bypass
Richmond, KY 40475

T
■*.

BY JENMFEB ROOEM

In the first meeting of the
semester, the Student Government
Association tabled a motion that
would have contributed up to
$20,000 from the SGA's student
organization account to renovations
in the Powell Building.
The renovations were proposed by Vice President for
Student Affairs Rita Davis, who
took the position after Dee
Cockrillc
resigned
in
November.
At the beginning of the SGA's
meeting, Davis outlined her plans
for improving the Powell
Building.
This building is not a student
center," she said. "It does not
serve students."
Davis said one of her immediate concerns was to replace the
furniture in Powell's lobby and
add bulletin boards, stools, tables

Cosmetics Studio

1 *JJ
IP^

SGA to Davis: Details wanted
before Powell can improve
Editor

Merle Norman

|

With the upcoming holiday,
many American students will have
the day available to provide service to organizations such as hospitals and shelters.
Almost all American students
get to sleep in on the King's birthday. Because the day is a federal
holiday, all federally funded public
school systems, both primary and
secondary, are allowed the day off
from class.
On this particular third
Monday in January, two Kentucky
schools will hold class. Midway
and Centre Colleges are two private schools that will be in session.
"It's not a holiday in the college
calendar," explained William
Smialek, Vice President for academic affairs at Midway.
Trina McFarland. Director of
volunteer services and leadership
development at Centre explained
that "We're in a short winter term
... students take one class over
three weeks ... we can't let students take a day off because it

Spring 4 forecast: BcautifuL

swoons
Welcome Back to Campus and
C0L0HEL BASKETBALL
ACTION!!!!
Don't Miss These Upcoming Games,

Colonel Action
Tuesday, January 15th at 7:30
vs. IPFW Mastadons
Thursday, January 24th at 7:30
vs. UT - Martin SkyHawks

Lady Colonel Action
Monday, January 21 st at 7:30
vs. Austin Peay Governors
Thursday, January 24th at 5:30
vs. UT-Martin SkyHawks

Best pizza under one roof

Go Colonels...and Grab This Deal

School Days
Like most colleges in
Kentucky, Eastern's classes
are cancelled Monday. But
two Kentucky schools are
holding classes on Martin
Luther King Jr. Day: Centre
College in Danville and
Midway College in Midway.

Also Try Our...
would be like missing several
days."
Though Centre and Midway
will still be in session, both colleges will hold events for the campus to celebrate King's birthday.
Centre College also has planned
several events for the month of
January to celebrate unity and
diversity.
Eastern will also take part in
providing celebrations for the day
of remembrance.

Buffalo Wings
Cheese Sticks
Breadsticks
Garlic Loaf
Garlic Loaf w/ Cheese

$4.00
'. .$2.99
$1.89
$1.49
$1.99

360 Eastern ByPass ■ Richmond, Ky

623-2264
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Jennifer Rogers, editor

► News Quiz

Celebrating diversity

OK, boys and girls. It's time to
test your knowledge of what's
going on at Eastern. If you
don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.eastemprogress.com and you
can cheat.
^^A Eastern's paarn tor Martin
W\\ LMHMT King Jr. Day htdutto:
W^F^a) a commemorative march.
D) a wet T-shirt contest,
c) a sleepover inCommonwealth HaH.

TheBeerdorR

tibr—

S7 mMHon ton

PJ^ a) a playground in front of
^^ Keen Johnson,
b) a monster end-of the-year bash,
c) completion of the new Department
of Criminal Justice training center.

Who was promoted to tfM
1
now position of Associate
Vice President for Public
Relations and Marketing?
a) Roy Kidd
b) Ron Harrell
C) Libby Fraas

V j^ibcic'a
Nathaniel BuHock/Progress

Students should participate in MLK Jr. Day events
So what are your plans for January 21st?
The average student (and perhaps professor) will sleep in and spend the day
catching up on homework. How many of
Eastern's students, staff and faculty will truly
celebrate Martin Luther King Jr. Day?
Eastern is hosting a celebration of the
holiday that involves a commemorative march,
dinner and awards ceremony. Eastern's office
of multicultural affairs is sponsoring the
events.
The march will have community members starting from the courthouse and Eastern
students marching from the meditation
chapel. The two groups will meet at the

► Campus Comments

Baptist Student Union. This is a wonderful
symbol of the community and university's
unity.
It's great that Eastern is supporting the
celebration of this national holiday. But what's
sad is many students will to go home over the
three-day weekend and choose not to celebrate King's message of racial equality, either
on campus or at home.
King's fight is an ongoing struggle, one
that's just as important today with issues of
racial profiling and riots like the ones that
occurred last year in Cincinnati. His dream
applied to everyone of every race: black,
white, Arab and Hispanic.
In King's famous "Letter from a

Birmingham Jail," he expressed his frustration
with people who agreed with his viewpoints,
but felt it wasn't good to publicly support the
civil rights movement His words eerily apply
to a nation that now has a federal holiday in
his name, but often fails to celebrate his message.
"Shallow understanding from people of
good will is more frustrating than absolute
misunderstanding from people of ill will.
Lukewarm acceptance is much more bewildering than outright rejection," King wrote.
Eastern is making a step in the right
direction by hosting the Martin Luther King
Jr. celebration. One can hope students will
come back to campus early to participate.

Ryan Bertke/Progress

This girl Is wearing a bikini

AV because:

a) she thinks it's hot outside,
b) she's a ring girl at last weekend's
amateur boxing contest,
c) she's a major supporter of "dressdown" Fridays.

Martin Luther King Jr. Day will be celebrated an January 21. Arts & stuff editor Cecil Smith asked students what Martin Luther King Jr. Day meant to them.
*

Bell County
Major
Graduate student
Age: 26

It puts the
African-American
struggle into perspective, and
makes us think
about what we
can do to make
his dream
become a reality.

Hometown
Georgia
Major: Sports
psychology
Age: 18

It means freedom for
everyone to
live as equals.
Hometown:
Owsley County
Major: Social
work
Age: 23

I think it's a time
for us to remember
the past and show
respect for all
people, regardless
of race or culture.

It's a day to
honor and
remember a
great black
leader.
Banner
Major Pre-med
Aga:20

It symbolizes on
an individual's
ability to make
a difference no
matter how difficult the situation.

►How to roach us
Phone: (859) 622-1881 | E-Mail: progressOacs eku edu

Fax: (859) 622-2354

Te
Gina VaHe, 622-1872

Display
Stephanie Ault, 622-1881

Accont
Ronica Brandenburg, 622-1882

Classified/Subscriptions
Catherine Cunningham, 622-1881

ArtsaStufl
Cecil Smith. 622-1882

To suggest a photo or
WL rofMlnt

Aroundaabout
Jessica Grrffm. 622-1882
What's on Tap
Greg VitBtow, 622-1882
Sports
Corey HaH. 622-1872
Who's That
Katie Weitkamp. 622-1872

Steve Richardson, 622-1578
To
Subscriptions are available by mail at a
cost ol $1 per issue; $20 per
semesteror $38 per year payable in
advance.

My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to the Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
the Progress at progressOacs.eku.edu or faxed to the office
at (859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of the Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.

The Eastern

Progress

C-^wwAv.easternprogress.com

117 Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky University. Richmond. Ky. 40475
Jennifer Rogers I Editor
Sarah Heaney I Managing sartor

Michael Kotora, Thomas Nemerlin and Nathan Bullock I staff artists
Ths Eastern Prog— (ISSN 1081-8324) Is a member of the Associated
Collegiate Press, Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers, Inc. The Progress Is published
every Thursday during the school year, with the exception of vacation and
examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should be reported
to Adviser/General Manager, Dr. Elizabeth Fraas at (859) 622 1880.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed
writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. Student
editors also decide the news and informational content.
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Student calls for more action
against plus/minus grading

EASTERN JOINS THE CAST OF

The
Real World

MOAELWOOD
HyTum

WBMBC1

junior general

GWAVAHE
By Turn
Gina Va.teis
ttw news editor
of The
Progress. She
is aiunior
journalism
major from
Peewee Valley.

MTV and I have always been close.
The first video was launched exactly
one month and 6 days before I was
born so I've always felt a special bond to the
channel.
last semester a friend called me and said "Did
you know there are auditions for the Real World
in Lexington this weekend?"
I almost soiled myself. It was my big break.
My chance to shine on a show that I believed I
was destined to be on (especially since Jon from
Owensboro made it to the Los Angeles cast). If .
one Kentuckian could make it, another could.
But no. I had something to do that Saturday.
Newspaper article, performance with the marching band, homework or something to that nature.
I realized my chance of being one of those "seven
strangers picked to live in a house and have their
lives taped" wasn't going to happen.
I know I'm not the only one who has watched
the marathon this past weekend.
As I walked through Todd Hall. I could hear
the words of casts past echoing from behind
closed doors. Of course I awaited the new season
with anticipation ... and of course I switched from
CNN to MTV and watched it from my news desk
on Tuesday night

That" s all I can do is watch but the more shows
I watch the more I realize how extremely ridiculous die show is getting. They call those mansions and penthouses with expensive furniture
"the Real World?" They call giving someone a job
at Arista or local radio stations "the Real World?"
They call putting seven people of different backgrounds (meticulously picked might I add) "the
Real World?"
No. rntell you what the REAL WORLD is. It's
the melting pot called the college residence hall,
filled with a mixture of people from all nationalities, creeds, races, sexual orientations and religious denominations. If s sitting in a class where
students range from 18 years to 65 years old —
all there for the same purpose to learn. If s graduating in December and still filling out applications
while you move up to a management position in
the job you've worked since you were a freshman
at this university. If s trying to make that $100
work study money last for two weeks while you
try to buy groceries, gas and pizza.
So here we are. Fourteen thousand strangers
picked to live on or around a college campus and
have their lives changed. Find out what happens
when people start growing up. The Real World ...
Richmond. I guess I got my wish after all.

Adviser prepares for final
semester with The Progress
"Another very important publication,
established in 1922, is The Eastern Progress,
the newspaper of the Normal.'— 1922-23
Eastern Catalog

LIBBYFRAAS
My Turn
Ubby Fraas is a
professor In the
Department of
Communication
and faculty
adviser to The
Progress.

No, it wasn't mutiny that dropped
the names of last semester's editors from the masthead on the
opposite page.
If s the changing of the guard that takes
place in any student organization on this
campus.
The student newspaper is no exception:
editor Dena Tackett graduated and is working with the Indianapolis Star covering the
legislature.
She has the environmental beat including sewer and septic tank regulation, but,
don't worry: After three semesters as editor
of the Progress, she can handle any topic.
Managing editor Jamie Vinson, a junior,
is on leave from us this semester to intern
with the Lexington Herald-Leader, so look
for her byline there. The Lexington paper
deserves praise for providing Eastern students internship opportunities; but they're
also going to benefit from having a reporter
and writer with Jamie's work ethic.
Over the 15 years I have been lucky
enough to be faculty adviser to the
Progress, I've seen many talented students
grow up, take jobs and move on.
MyUwt
So when I told the staff last week, that
this would be MY last semester as adviser,
they took it in stride. The Progress in its
80th year of publication this year has survived the natural progression of editors,
staffs and advisers.
Well have an opportunity to celebrate
that 80th anniversary with those alums in
February, when we hold a celebration as
near as possible to the date the first
Progress was published. Vol. 1 No. 1 came

out on Feb. 22,1922.
We wiD gather at Arlington on Feb. 23 to
honor the hundreds of alumni who passed
through the Progress, writing about student
life and issues, shooting photos, selling or
designing ads, drawing illustrations or
graphics, or delivering the paper.
And dont worry about those new names
in the masthead. Jennifer Rogers and Sarah
Heaney are already Progress veterans, having headed up our news and features sections last year.
They and the rest of the staff came back
the week before classes to make sure this
issue got in your hands today. One of their
innovations is on page B5, a weekly page
called "Old School" to revisit campus life
from the days when this institution was
called Eastern Kentucky State Normal
School.

When I put the last issue to bed on May
2. it will be my 450th issue. I wiD grow up
and move on to other assignments at
Eastern with a sense of accomplishment
If s not 300 football wins, but it is a nice run.
Over that time, the Progress has been
recognized as one of the best college newspapers by almost every national media organization that evaluates college publications.
That record of success was due to students who worked, played and grew closer
together in those wee hours of the morning
and established a tradition built upon by
every succeeding staff.
That record was helped by our wonderful readers who responded or prompted us
with letters, suggestions and, of course, corrections.
Being a part of the Progress has been
challenging, frustrating, demanding and
consuming — anything but Normal.
And usually every Thursday morning,
if s been worth it

Corrections
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and corrections as needed on the
Perspective pages.
If you have a correction, please send it to the
editor by noon Monday before publication on
Thursday.
■<.w*f$

What do you think of
the bookstore's service
this semester? Voice
your opinion on The
Eastern Progress's
message board!
www. eastemprogress. com

As a student at Eastern
Kentucky University,
IVe found that the decision to convert from the traditional grading scale to the phis/minus
scale has brought about an array
of emotions from students as well
as teachers. Of these emotions,
anger, confusion and frustration
seem to be the most common
Students realize how much is
riding on their GPA and are worried how this change might affect
them. For example, due to an
unexpected fluctuation in GPA,
many students might not be able
to maintain minimum standards
set by department heads denying
them access to certain programs.
Even more serious, students
attending Eastern on an academic
scholarship might have inert seed
difficulty maintaining the minimum GPA for their scholarship.
If those students could not otherwise afford tuition and fees, they
might be forced to withdraw from
school completely.
The only advantage of this
grading system goes to the student who earns a high B, C, D, or
aD-. For example, a student with
a cumulative average of an 79 percent in a course would be awarded 2.0 grade points for their
efforts under the traditional grading scale. With the phis/minus
scale, that same student would
actually be awarded 2.33 grade
points for the same effort
However, in my experience,
I've always known teachers to
show mercy on a borderline student who is dedicated to learning
and willing to help himself. No
matter how tough they may seem,
all teachers want to see their student succeed. Most teachers,
especially at Eastern, wiD go out
of their way to help a student as
much as possible. The teacher
who gave the additional assignments or extra quizzes to try and

help her C+ student make the B
they had worked so hard for wiD
still do the same. The only difference now, is a teacher will be
helping his A student make the
desired A.
As a junior in college, I know
graduation is just around the corner. With a degree comprised of
business and communications, I
know FB have to face pretty steep
competition no matter what
career path I choose.
Unfortunately, I'm not only going
to be competing with other
Eastern graduates but graduates
of thousands of other colleges
and universities both in and out of
the United States. Employers
who deal with large numbers of
applications have systems to
quickly Htrf'T'**^ aD but the
"best" One way w to simpty look
at a resume to see where the
applicant went to school, what his
GPA was, and what extracurricular activities they were involved
in. When it comes to future
employment I believe Eastern
graduates are already at a disadvantage to graduates of big name
schools that do not use the
phis/minus scale. If so, if s a
shame because the caring teachers and small school atmosphere
make for an excellent learning
environment This environment
provides students with the opportunity to receive an education
equal to. if not greater than, any
other school
The bottom line is that no one
wants this new system. Not only
is it not an advantage but it has
the potential to be a tremendous
disadvantage. The good news is
with enough support from students, teachers, campus organizations, Greek chapters, athletes
and the SGA, the phis/minus system could be abolished. If you
want to fight it, write letters, sign
petitions, make calls or what ever
it takes. It's up to you so act now!

CHURCH DIRECrORY
A> ■■■■■< uti MMsam
305 Geri Lane (bated ReconfcmHh)
Phone: 859-625-5366
Sunday School: 10 a m
Sun. Morning Wonhtp: II am
Sun. Evening Worabip: 6 p.m.
Wednesday Evening: 7 p.m
Radio Services: Weekdays at 1:30 p.m.
onWCBR 1110 AM
Van ride* available on or ofT campus.
(Contact Lynn at 859-624-3601.)

•

Big HU Avon* Christian
129 Big Hill Ave
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 859-623-6600 (autwermg
machine)
Sunday School: 9-45 am
Monday Worship: 10 45 am
Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday, Christian Student*
Serving Christ meets at 7 p m Call
the office at one of the numbers listed
above for transportation to meetings
Church of Christ
461 Tobiano (in Brookline Sub., off
GoggmsUne
West uOe 1-75)
Sunday. 9:30 a.m., 10:20 a.m.. 6 p.m
Wednesday: 7 p.m.
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
Iptscspal Chureh ufOuT narriean2323 I-cxington Rd (U.S. 25 N.)
Phone: 859-623-1226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. aad II a.m.
Adult Education: 9:30 a.m.
Canterbury Fellowship: Fridays. Noon.
at Powell Grill
Faith Created Assembly of God
Now meeting at 918 Red House Road
on Miller a Landing.
Service times: Sunday,9 am A 10:45
Wednesday Family Night: 7 p.m
For ridea or more mformatwn call 8596234639.
While on campus, visit the Weaky
Foundation on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings.
First Alliance Charch
1405 Barnea Mill Rd.
Phone: 859424-9878
Sunday School: 9:30 am
Sunday Worship Services: 10:45 a.m
A 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Youth A Prayer
Services: 7:00 p.m.
For free transportation to Sunday
morning services, call 859-624-9878.
First Baptist Churth
350 W Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 8594234028
Sunday School: 9:40 a.ra.
Sunday Worship: 8:30 e-m.. 11 a.m. ft
6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship. 6:15 pm
SUBS.- 7:30 pjn. at BSU Censer,
Supper and Bible Study

First Christiau Church
(Dtscsplee of Christ)
Main at Lancaster Ave
Phone 859423-4383
Sunday Early Worship: (mformal) 8:40
tun.
Sunday School 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:40 a.m.
College Bible Study: Tuesday, 9 p.m
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m

St. Stephen Cthusk Newsaan
CenSsr
405 University Drive
Phone: 859423-9400
Sunday Mast: 5 p.m
Sunday Supper. 6 p.m (SI 00)
Inquiry classes for becoming Catholic:
Wednesday 7 p.m.
Newman Night for all students: Wed. 9
p.m.

First Preshytcriaa Church (PCUSA)
330 W. Mam St
Phone: 859423-5323
Church School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11 am (ridesavailable)
Westminster Fellowship: Wed., 7:30
p.m . at Wallace BWg.. (EKU) room
326.
Family Night Supper (weekly and
free!) Wed., 6 p.m . in the Fellowship
HalL
Pizza And A Movie: (free!) First
Sunday of every month at 6 p.m., in
the Church Parlor
Adopt A Student Program A great
chance to have a home away from
home!
Cary Ashby, Catnpus Minister

St. Thomas Latheraa Charch
I2SS Barnes Mill Rd
'
Phone: 859423-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30 a.m
Sunday School: 9 45 am
Sunday Contemporary Worship: 11

First tutted Mefhaesst Church
401 West Main St.
Phone: 859423-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:30 am. ft
10:50 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:40 am
Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15 p.m.
(free to EKU students')
Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30
p.m and Message: 6 p.m
Richsaoad Church of Christ
713 W Main St
Phone: 859423-8535
Bible Classes: Sunday 9 a.m.
Worship: Sunday 10 a.m ft 6 p.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7 p.m
Need a ride? Our van picks up at the
Daniel Boons statue (EKU) IS minutes
prior to all our services.
Colonels for Christ meets m the
MacGregor Hall basement lounge the
second Monday of each month from
12-1 p.m. (lunch provided) ft the
fourth Thursday of each month from 6y
7 p.m

•^aa^Skw

am

Trinity Mhsliaary Baptist Church
Jack t Creek Pike ft U.S. 25 N.
Tony Herald. Minister
Phone: 8594234868
Sunday School: 945 am
Sunday Worship Service: 11 am and6
p.m.
Wednesday Service: 7 p.m
I altariau-UatversnUst FeUewsaip
209 St. George Street
Where religion and reason meet.
Adult service, youth program, and preschool care: Sunday morning at 10:45.
Family Night: last Sunday of the
month.
For more information call 8594234614 or 859426-9940.
WtarsHi Christian Church
BcTmington Ct. (across from Arlington)
Phone: 859423-0382
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m ft 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m.
Transportation available
Whltt Oak Poud Cartatiaa
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd. (atGoggsw
Las.)
•■> j
Phone: 859-6234515/ M f
Sunday Woretnp: 9 frnM §> ta.
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136 Aspen Avenue
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smart
savings

The NEW & IMPROVED EKU BOOkStOre
at the center of campus has
EVERYTHING you need!
The EKU Bookstore has all your textbooks, school,
and art supplies at the lowest prices.
The EKU Bookstore has the latest "Colonel"
fashions and accessories.
There's no need to go anywhere else.
The EKU Bookstore has it ALL!
Full REFUNDS on textbooks end January 21
and must be accompanied by a receipt.
Purchases with deferred billing must be
made by January 25 and will be billed
on your student account.

Rook* Brandenburg, editor

► Next

Accent

The first canned beer to
be sold in America turns
67 years old next weekCheck out Thursday's
Accent page for a look
back at the ancient ale.

* The Eastern Progress I www.eastern progre88.com
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Freshmen chops at steak'
BY ROMCA BMHOomma
Accent editor

This past Monday sent flood
waters into the small pond
and the big fish have now
become venerable and curious
minnows. They are starting to
look appetizing to the natives,
therefore they must prepare.
It is time for many freshman to
gear-up for the long journey to
intelligence which can involve
more than just learning.
Throughout the history of educational institutions, other
aspects, mostly of a social or
financial nature, have become
woven into the tapestry that many
call "college life."
Freshman are now being greeted by students who wear shirts
with strange shapes and letters on
them. They now find themselves
sleeping just a few feet above or
below a snoring, chain-smoking
nightmare while dreaming of
majors in general ed.
One may wonder, "Is there a
method to this madness?," and
rest assured a method exists.
These new aspects may not
come off smooth at first; however, they are there to give one
the opportunity to add fun and
diversity to life while still being
on their parents insurance, and
of course, while being in college.

Should I go Greek?
A freshman's mind may be
boggled by the many fraternity
and sorority chapters there are to
choose from at Eastern. A small
amount of research uncovered
the best places to find information
on Greek organizations.
There are two Web sites,
www.fraternities.eku.edu and
www.sororities.eku.edu, that
offer students a wide variety of
information ranging from each
chapter's faculty advisor to the
most frequently asked questions
about each fraternity and sorority
Joining a Greek organization

is not for everyone, and that is
OK; however, for the student
who needs a bit more nurturing
while starting out, there is support available in the Greek community.
"More than likely, freshmen
are leaving home for the first
time," said Matt Doughman, a
22-year-old political science
major from Middleton, Ohio,
who is the president of Pi Kappa
Alpha, better known as the
"Pikes." "A frat or sorority
offers security and the freshmen
Ronfca BrandantMrgPragrsM
will have people to rely on."
Being involved in the Greek
community can help freshmen Suzann Engelhard, an 18-year-okJ
become more familiar with his or freshman from Fort Thomas, Is
her surroundings and could also counting on The Force" to help
be of some support academically.
her through her first semester.
There are experienced students who can help freshmen
become more oriented with campus," Doughman said. "Most of
our freshmen do really well."
Russell Neville, an 18-year-old
music merchandising major from
Louisville, will attempt to repledge for a fraternity this semester. Neville would not say what
fraternity he hoped to join.
"I want to be in a fraternity for
Director of
the brotherhood issue," Neville
said. "Fraternity brothers will
keep you out of trouble and away
from drugs."
Should you become a Greek
god or goddess? Do not make the "The biggest problems revolve
decision without considering your around visitation, food and shar-,
options.
ing or taking without permission,"
Middleton said.
As opposed to last semester,
What If I hate my
the roommate contracts are
optional and are only used when a
Do you remember the snoring, problem occurs.
"The contract forces the two
chain-smoking nightmare? There
is help out there for the weary parties to sit down and go over
and tired.
the basics," Middleton said.
Living in tight quarters with a They help put the roommates in
stranger is a scary situation and is a more resolvable situation."
After the contracts are made,
one that usually either works-out
perfectly or ends somewhere the next roommate to break
short of murder.
something on the contract is the
"There are about 500 room one that must move out
changes that take place per year,"
"A lot of students get mad at
said Kenna Middleton, director of me when I tell one roommate or
housing and residential services. both that they must move out"

Thara
about 500
changes
paryaar."

Marcie Hatfield, residential
coordinator for Case Hall, said
that she had rather not make anyone move out if possible.
"When roommates come to me
fighting, we first fill-out the contract and discuss the issues it
includes," Hatfield said. "In my
hall, I try to resolve the problem
without moving anyone."
For those freshman who are
unhappy with their roommate, the
cleansing and renewal process
has already started, however, it
will be ending soon.
On Monday, Housing and
Residential Services representatives started taking appointments
for room changes. In-hall room
changes started on Tuesday and
campus-wide room changes will
be from Jan. 17-25.

Should I pick a
major right away?
It was only a joke earlier. One
cannot major in general education.
The issue of picking a major is
seen differently by many people.
There is the theory that declared
freshman graduate on-time more
so than those who are undeclared.
That may or may not be so;
however, Karen Carey, director of
institutional research, says that it
mainly depends on the student
The important thing about a
declared major is that it gives
direction and focus for those who
are committed to completing it,"
Carey said. "However, in other
cases, people declare majors so
they will have something to say.
The conventional wisdom is
that having a declared major puts
you in touch with faculty in the
department and with other students whom are interested in
completing the same degree."
Nova is a program designed
especially for freshman. The
name was chosen to represent a
bright new beginning.
It offers peer mentoring and
learning assistance for freshman

while helping them adjust to campus.
Jane Tinsley, who is the acting
director of the Nova Student
Support Services, feels that whether
or not a freshman should immediately pick a major depends on why
he or she is going to college.
"Students who want an associate's degree should come in being
declared because they only have
two years to do so," Tinsley said.
The four-year student does
have more time to learn about all
the options and explore many
career fields. To be in Nova, the
student must be undeclared and
we are here to help them find a
career path."
Suzann Engelhard, an 18-yearold undeclared freshman from
Fort Thomas, feels that it wfll be
more beneficial to explore a variety of career options.
"I haven't picked a major
because I haven't found something that interests me,"
Engelhard said. "If you choose a
major that you don't like, you will
only waste a lot of time and
money."
So, do declared freshman graduate on-time more so than undeclared freshman? Karen Carey
sums it up with "it depends."
Now that you have a taste of
three issues most freshmen face,
you may find it easier to make the
many important decisions that lie
ahead.
College can be the most wonderful experience of one's life, but
it can also present many different
challenges that were at one point
in time unheard of.
Losing your scary roommate
will take a little bit of rationality
and patience. Keep your options
in mind when thinking of becoming a Greek god or goddess.
When deciding on a major, listen
to yourself and follow your gut
instincts to avoid a potentially
costly mistake. You will only be a
freshman in college once. Some
may find this thought very comforting, but it can be the start of
an incredible ending.

Quick references
for freshmen
(These addresses and phone
numbers may be needed
frequently during the
freshman year)
■ Ths Admissions Offlce203 Jones Buttling
822-3840
■ Advislng133 Keith Butting
622-3311
■ Public SeJetyBrewer BuiMng
622-2821
■ BWngs and Cosecttone1 Coates Butting
622-1232
■ The Campus BookstoreKeen Johnson Butting
622-2606
■ umvsrsJty Book & Supply1090 Lancaster Road
624-0220
■ Counseling Center202 Weaver Bulking
622-1303
■ Financial!
200 Coates Butting
622-2361
■ Food Servtoes17 Powell Butting
622-3601
■ Housing Offlcee108 Jones Butting
622-1515
■ Library Irrtormanon622-1785
■ Registrar-

622-3876
■ Resnet (Resldenoal
Networking)
A Bu mam Annex
622-3050
■ Student Hearth Services
103 Rowlett Butting
622-1761
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WhafsonTap

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Greg
Vittitow at 622-1882
or by email at
progress@acs.eku.edu.
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Music workshop
comes to Powell

TODAY

FRIDAY

New art faculty exhibition and
Betsy Kurzinger sabbatical exhibition displays through Fab. 6 in
Giles gallery. Gallery hours are:
Tuesday,
3:30-6
p.m.;
Wednesday.
2-4:30
p.m.;
Thursday. 2-4:15 p.m.; Friday,
11:30 a.m. 2 p.m.; and Saturday,
noon-3 p.m. The gallery is closed
Sunday and Monday.

trOw

Whtta on Tap &dtor

Tune your instniment and find
al tfaoae songs you wrote during
biology class. Pittsburgh area
singer and songwriter Brad Yoder
wfl. tuffitate a sung wi Ming workshop at 6 p.m. tonight in the
Kennamer Room of the Powell
Building, according to Brandee
f\licy, dheLSM of special pmgiams
in the Office of Student
Development Yoder wfl give a free
Bre performance at 9 pjn. at Java
City in the Fountain Food Court
The workshop will cover the
craft of songwriting, Yoder said.
Those in attendance will be given
the chance to play their own
songs to receive constructive criticism . Yoder will give advice for
development and discuss songwriting as a hobby, a means of
personal expression and a dynamic skm.
There is no cost and no reservations are required. Anyone
interested in writing songs is

► Tap the -Tap-

Singer and songwriter Brad
Yoder will conduct a songwriting
workshop in the Kennamer Room
of the Powell Building.
Photo Submetod
Yoder psrlorms at Bridge
Coffee House in FianMn. Pa

invited to attend.
Yoder, a Virginia native, lives
in Pittsburgh, Pa. He plays in a
variety of venues and is a regular
to the Pittsburgh coffeehouse
scene. He has released two CDs.
His latest a 1999 live solo release.
Talk to Total Strangers."
The workshop and performance
are part of the Thursday Alternative
Getaway program sponsored by
the Office of Student Affaire.

Last day to register or add fullsemester
classes
at
the
Registration Center.

t pjn.
Singer and songwriter Brad
Yoder will perform in the Fountain
Food Court.

SATURDAY
Last day to register or add fullsemester classes using the
Colonel Connection.

Eastern women's basketball
vs. Morehead State at Morehead,
Ky.

8:05 p.m.
Eastern men's basketball vs.
Morehead State at Morehead. Ky.

10 BUM.
10 pjn.
Ill Subliminal will perform at
Lynagh's Music Club at 388
Woodland Ave. in Lexington.
Cover is $3.

Martin Luther King Jr. Day. no
classes.

5:30 p.m.
IOBJU.
Green Genes will perform at
Lynaghs Music Club at 388
Woodland Ave. in Lexington. The
Four Ohms will open. Cover is $3.

5:30 p.m.
• •4a.
EKU Piano Studio Recital in
Gifford Theatre.

MONDAY

Howlin' Maggie will perform at
Lynagh's Music Club at 388
Woodland Ave. in Lexington. My
Morning Jacket will open. Cover is
$6.

Eastern women's basketball
vs. Austin Peay in McBrayer Arena.

Greg Vittitow, editor

Chautauqua Lecture Series.
'The Dilemma of Declaring
Rights.' Jack Rakove. Jan. 31.
University of Evansvtlle Faculty
Exchange Exhibition Feb. 11
March 1 in Giles Gallery.
EKU Opera Feb. 14-15 in Brock
Auditorium.

Sorority spring
through Friday.

recruitment
EKU Theatre presents 'Baby.'
Fab. 27-March 2 in Gifford
Theatre.

Jonathan Martin and Jason
Koontz, faculty trumpet and percussion recital in Gifford Theatre.

WEDNESDAY
lOaun.
Inner Vision Collision will perform at Lynagh's Music Club at
388 Woodland Ave. in Lexington.
Chitara Rhythm Section will open.
Cover is $3.

UPCOMING
SPRING EVENTS
All "A" Classic basketball tournament Jan. 30-Feb 3.

EKU Regional High School
Exhibit March lOApril 3 in Giles
Gallery.
Madison
County
Humane
Society Walk/Run. Wednesday.
March 20.
EKU Theatre Presents 'The
Laramie Project' April 17-20 in
Gifford Theatre.
EKU Band concert April 11 in
Brock Auditorium.
B.F.A. exhibit April 28May 11 In
Giles Gallery.

YOUR SPRING BREAK DISCOUNT VACATION
^rjSIG
i a,
MOTION
Featuring some of
today's Best DJ's

<,

T

««""'' :^*--'--BI

^

Daytono Welcome Center

Call todtxu.
befoic cfxolcc
date a fill ixp

Tattoos
by Chris
and

$10 OFF

Mention this ad &
get $50 OFF
ir negbooklnri

tattoo
or
piercing
with this ad!

CALL
1-800-881 ("

Notice

117
E.Main St.
625-9394

'<JUfr
■ aadv TO FAMTYI I I

NO ONE CAN BEAT OUR PRICES!

Mon.-Sat.

Body
Piercing
by
Brandy

Noon - 8 p.rn

Simply the Best Shop in Town

129 South First St.

Welcome hack EKU students!

IGHTLY SP
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

626*0300

750 Bud Light & Karaoke
750 Miller Lite
All night $2 pitchers
$7 All you can drink!
We cater t0 rivate

P

paries

Cecil Smith, editor

Arts&Stuff
The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com
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Professor blends hi-technology with fine art in exhibit
BvCEaLSMrm
Arts&Stutf Editor

The walls of the Giles Gallery
on Eastern's campus are not
decorated with art just yet.
Betsy Kurzinger, an associate
professor and director of the
graphic design department here
at Eastern, is helping to move
the display walls in the gallery
and arrange her "New Work in
Digital Photography" around
the room.
Kurzinger's photographs sit on
the floor just below their hanging
locations. She takes an interesting
approach to her photography. Her
most provocative images are multiple exposure, therefore there are
several images overlapping in
each exposure of film.

According to Kurzinger, she
takes pictures every day, regardless of other mediums she is
working in. Her photographs are
visual diaries of where she's at in
her life.
"I use photography to record
where I'm at and to remind me of
where I've been. These prints are
the documentation of simple,
daily routine and personal travel."
Kurzinger explained.
The photographs convey
everything but simplicity.
Each photo represents the
mixture of several images, or
moments in life combined into
one event. This produces a collage of images. Life occurs in this
manner, according to Kurzinger.
The multiple exposure nature

QaBerv Hours
TIMS.

3:30 p.m. - 8 pan.

Wsds. 2 p.m. • 4:30 p.m.
Thurs. 2 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.
Friday 11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sat. Noon - 3 p.m.
For additional gaNary
kilo, call 622-0135.
(photos) reflect the fact that nothing in my life seems to be linear
and how we all juggle many different tasks and issues at the same
time," Kurzinger said.
Kurzinger takes her pho-

tographs on a 25-year-old, Canon
AV-l 35mm camera. She manually
rewinds her film and throws it
into a bag to be used again. When
she feels the film is ready for
developing, she takes the rolls to
Wal-Mart
Kurzinger then digitizes her
4x6 photos with a flatbed scanner and prints them out in a
desired size. The larger photos
are printed with commercial
printers.
"My photography isn't straight
digital photographs. I don't like
the immediacy of digital photography. This body of work was developed with the idea of trying to
meld technology and fine art,"
Kurzinger said.

Steve Richardson/Progress
Esther Randall, Giles Gallery director, attempts to capture the ever present aspect of violence in human nature with her "Impotent Heads" display.

New art faculty big on talent
BY CECIL SMITH

Arts&Stun editor

rogress
Betsy Kurzinger with an image from her "New Work in Digital Photography" display. According to Kurzinger, her
multiple exposure images convey a sense of mixture and balance and reflect her everyday life.

The Giles Gallery hosts many
art exhibits during the school
year. However, some of the most
interesting and expressive of
these exhibits are the faculty
shows.
These shows display the works
of the teachers themselves. This
season's theme expresses a sense
of life and the expression of it
through art
The new members of the art
faculty include Bill Roughen,
Mary Tortorici and Felcia Szorad
who represent three of the five
distinct styles in the exhibit
Esther Randall's contributions

to this year's show are several
styles of sculpture. Randall says
her pieces are tied together
through gestures and movement
Her clay bust sculptures evoke
emotion through subtle movement. Randall's more provocative
pieces represent violence and the
most common elements of human
nature, including fear according
to Randall.
Tortorici takes tacky yard furniture to a new level of high art.
Her goal is to "animate mass-produced, ornamental sculpture."
which normally possess no aesthetic value. Some of her photographs take hours to setup and
arrange. One of her more striking

works is a small boy sitting on a
bench, peering at an angel in a
window high above.
Roughen's graphic design
exhibit details his work with photography.
Szorad's metalsmithing exhibit
showcases her amazing work with
metal.
Not every department gives its
students the opportunity to see
what its teachers have up their
sleeves as far as talent is concerned.
This exhibit enables all to see
the works of Eastern's employed
talent The exhibit runs from Jan.
15 — Feb. 6. All exhibits are free
to the public.

r

135 E. Main St. Newly Remodeled

Nightly Specials

i

Wed. - $3 All you can dr
- Wet t-shirt contes
Thurs. - $3.75 Quart Jar
- $10 All you can
Fri.
Sat.
- $3 Pitchers

Welcome lick EMI Shi

624-0249 We Cater id Private Parties
_

Who'sThat?
The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com
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Katie Weitkamp. editor

From Hippie to Hobbit

Harnack

BY KATE WHTKAMP

Whos Thai Editor

In the 1960s he was a hippie.
He then moved on to be a
Lutheran pastor, now he is a hobbit posing as an English professor
at Eastern.
Andrew Harnack will be teaching the Tolkien classes this
semester at Eastern and is weD
qualified. Since the 1960s Harnack
has read Tolkien's books dozens
of times each. His personal copy
of The Lord of the Rings" is
underlined and worn out — it
shows its age, being read every
year.
Harnack says he enjoys things
that hobbits do such as hiking. He
says he also enjoys eating mushrooms, one of the hobbits' favorite
foods. In addition he enjoys other
mythic novels, he is very interested in medieval things and enjoys
visiting castles
Besides teaching Tolkien to
college students, Harnack is
teaching younger children the
mythical appeal by reading to students at Model School. For two
weeks he has been visiting and
reading The Hobbit" and giving
the students maps and other handouts to translate.

It's too
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The appendices are as important as the story," Harnack said.
The maps and a translation of several languages Tolkien made himself can be found in the appendixes of his books.
The movie has the same
spirit and images and theme, but
the plot is not exactly the same,"
said Harnack. He has seen the
Lord of the Rings movie four times
and plans on seeing it four more
times while it is in the theaters.

but is not so fond of the older cartoon versions.
"A teacher asked me whether
she should show [the cartoon
movies) and I said 'please don't
show it," Harnack said.
Harnack not only reads to
the Model students, but read the
Tolkien to all five of his children
when they were young. He said
they all enjoyed them when they
were young and still do as adults.
Harnack studied at Oxford,
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where Tolkien taught This summer he will be teaching a course
on Tolkien's Mythic England and
will travel with students to
Tolkien's grave, as well as visit the
college where he taught and the
libraries where he worked.
Harnack has also acquired
some memorabilia relating to
Tolkien and "Lord of the Rings."
He recently got a picture of
Gandalf. now in his office, off
ebay.com. He also has a 1977 calendar with illustrations of "Lord of
the Rings" and several books. He
does not have a ring though.
"I will not carry the ring, it's too
dangerous to carry. I might disappear and not come back," he said.
"Life is a big adventure,"
Harnack said. "When I'm walking
down the road whatever comes,
somehow proves to be exciting."
This is easy for him to say because
he has been to every U.S. state
except Hawaii. Harnack enjoys life
by making the most of what he
has and thinking about what he
can do to make life more exciting
for himself, his family and students.
"I've taught everything from
Shakespeare to Jane Austin,"
Harnack said. "I like teaching stu-
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dents what they want to know."
Harnack. now a self-proclaimed
hobbit. is still a bit of a hippie. He
wears sandals in January; he
belonged to PETA (People for
Ethical Treatment of Animals)
and plans to join again. He said he
believes people who are vegetarians are on the right track He also
enjoys being in nature, fly fishing
and watching birds.
Another of Harnack's interests
is the Civil War. He teaches an
honors class on history and has
done research on genealogy to
find out that some of this ancestors were Confederates in North
Carolina
He thinks Kentucky is one of
the best places to research the
Civil War because the state had
both Northern and Southern sympathizers. There are other reasons
Harnack stays in Kentucky.
Tolkien loved Kentucky,"
Harnack said. "He met some people from Kentucky and was fascinated by their names. Some people think that the name Baggins
came from Kentucky...
"I was offered a job here 26
years ago and never regretted ft,"
Harnack said. "Ifs a wonderful
university."
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Progress
reflects on
yesteryear
There are
probably very
few people on
this campus that
were around 80
years ago. if
any. However,
there were
many students
JESSICA GRIFFIN
on this campus
OM Softool
— students who
needed to know
the news. That's where The
Progress came in. In 1922. The
Eastern Progress became the student newspaper here.
Through wars and peace,
good times and bad times. The
Progress has been there to bring
students, faculty and community
members the lowdown as accurately and thoroughly as college
journalism students can.
In celebration of our 80th birthday, we've decided to scour
through our archives and find
articles and tidbits about yesteryear that you might find interesting. This week I happened to
stumble upon some stories about
some drunk and disorderly young
men in the 1960s. Seeing as these
men are now probably some of
your grandfathers, we at The
Progress thought this might be a
good chance to get back at them
when they chide you for something silly you've done.
Over the next 14 issues of The
Progress, well go back through
the last 80 years and see what it
was like on campus before you or
your parents were even a zygote.
If you want to see anything in particular on this page, just email us
at progreatCac8.eku.edu.
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Snake dance out of control;
results in disciplinary action

From1962l

This area in front of girls dorm Bumam Hal was the

of much controversy in the early 1960s.

Appeared in The Eastern Progress Dec. 1,1961

Fire alarms send men out;
Christmas carols backfire
impromptu Christmas
Carol session in front of
Burnam hall by boys primarily from Mattox hall resulted
in a gathering of state and local
police and a fire truck on campus
last Monday night The Carol session happened because of two
false fire alarms in Mattox.
According to Larry Pacy, student
counselor for Mattox Hall,
pranksters have been setting off
the fire alarms since the beginning of school. As Kentucky law
requires complete evacuation of a
building at a fire drill, Mr.
Clarence D. Harmon, Head
Resident, had previously decided
to evacuate the building the next
time a practical joker pulled the
switch. Monday night the alarm
rang.
Jon Anderson, a freshman resident of Mattox, gave this account
of the night's happenings:
"It was about 11 p.m. when the
first fire alarm went off. We were
ordered by the head resident. Mr.
AD

Harmon, to evacuate the front of
the building onto the sidewalk.
We were held out there approximately 45 minutes. While we were
out there, the boys started gathering in small groups and chanting
and yelling and making noise.
After about 45 minutes, they let
us back in the dorm." He said the
reason for the long wait was that
Mr. Harmon and the student
counselors had been taking a
room check to make sure no one
was left in the building.
"And after we entered the
building," he continued, "we were
in the building approximately five
minutes before the second alarm
went off. When the second alarm
went off, we were ordered to
immediately evacuate ... We went
back to the sidewalk again. We
stayed in front of the building
about 10 minutes and then a large
mob formed. Approximately 300
formed to go to Burnam to sing
Christmas carols."
"While we were going to

Burnam, we picked up about 150
boys from the other dormitories,
which increased our crowd to
about 400 to 450. We got past the
Weaver Health Building to
Burnam Hall and sat down in the
front yard and started singing.
After we sang the first carol ... a
few boys sang 'we want in ...'
They did it for a few seconds and
that was all."
At this point, he said the campus police car pulled up in front of
the dormitory. The boys then
rushed to the area in back of the
library. They moved to the front
of the Student Union building
where they stood until two state
police cars approached them.
Dr. Henry G. Martin, Dean of
Students, commented, "We are
going to deal with each person,
based on individual merits in a
counseling situation. There might
be some put on probation because
of the incident, but it has not yet
been decided as to the number of
men to be put on probation."

Welcome

Five male students were
expelled last Friday by President
Martin as a direct result of
Thursday night's campus disturbances. The reasons for the president's action were: (1) the acts of
vandalism committed by the students. (2) the drunkenness and
disorder of a few of the students
and (3) attempts by boys to break
into the girls dormitories.
The trouble started in the
snake dance when a group of students broke away from the main
group of students. This splinter
group formed their own snake
dance and went through a local
recreation hall where they stole
billiard balls off the pool tables.
The loss incurred was over $600

and forced the owner to close his
business. This same group also
went through the Madison
Theatre disrupting the movie.
Later walnuts were thrown at
automobiles by college students.
Corning back on campus, part
of trie students in the snake dance
failed to take advantage of the
free movie and attempted to raid
the girls dorms.
One of the group of boys
entered Memorial Hall, but were
chased out before they could
achieve the objects of their attack.
Several students were arrested by city police on charges of
drunkenness and public disorder
and spent the night in jail as a
result of their actions.
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Ford, Inman
readying for
tournaments
Another semester, another disappointing
season for the Eastern men's basketball
team. At 4-12 overall and 0-5 in the Ohio
Valley Conference, coach Travis Ford and
is Colonel's need to pick up the pace if
they plan to stick to their pre-season motto
of "New and Improved", and lop last years
7-19 overall mark.
With 11 of the 14 player's newcomers to
the program, a sense of urgency is not really
in order for Colonel fans.
Give Ford time to mesh all
his available talent and he
will get the program headed
in the right direction.
Speaking of headed in the
right direction: the Eastern
women's basketball squad
has been blazing a bail
through the OVC with a 4-0
COREY HALL
league mark, and an 11 -3
Total Acc—a
overall record.
^mmmm—mmm
Coach Larry Joe Inman
and company are currently sitting on top of
the conference and are on a six game win
streak, boasting four players averaging in
double figures. Inman has his squad primed
and ready to improve upon last years 22-6
record and hopefully ready to avoid another
first round upset in the OVC tournament.
Last season, the Lady Colonels were upset at
home by Morchead State in the first round to
abruptly end an outstanding. Something tells
me that won't happen again.

"K

M*
What in the name of Cliff Hawkins is
going on in Lexington these days? I, just
like most of you, thought this was going to
be one of the greatest University of
Kentucky basketball teams in recent memory. I mean, they only lost Saul Smith from
last years sweet sixteen team. So you would
think they would be about 100,000 times
better, but something just isn't clicking for
this bunch of Wildcats.
I want to know who gave Cliff Hawkins
the authority to think he can single-handedly
win every game by himself. In UK's overtime loss to Duke, Hawkins was the only
Wildcat to take a shot other than Tayshaun
Prince's put back of a Hawkins miss.
Against Mississippi State, a game the cats
were up 21 -2 early in the first half and
allowed to go into overtime, Hawkins did
much of the same. Taking ill advised shots
with open teammates screaming for the ball.
By now, you would think coach Tubby
Smith would instruct Hawkins to not shoot
when the game is on the line, because I
don't know what Tubby sees, but Hawkins
is one of the worst jump shooters to ever
play for Kentucky. But here he was trying to
take over once again in a home defeat to the
Georgia Bulldogs. Taking an ill advised fade
away jumper and missing a floater down the
middle of the lane in consecutive possessions.
Yeah, I know he made the game winning
shot Saturday in a nail biting win versus
South Carolina, but there wasn't a person
watching the game that wasn't yelling at the
TV saying here we go again.
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Two Eastern student-athletes selected
for top Ohio Valley Conference honors

BY CASSONORA KJRBY

Assistant sports editor

Over the past couple of
years, college athletes have
been making the headlines for
all the wrong reasons-drug
abuse, violence, disorderly
conduct and failing grades.
Due to this, it is widely
believed that for college athletes, academics are far from a
high priority.
This could not be further
from the truth for student-athletes Zoey Artist of the
Eastern's women's basketball
team and men's golfer Brad
Morris, however. In fact, the
Ohio Valley Conference has
chosen Artist and Morris as
two of the six individuals to
receive the prestigious OVC
Scholar Athlete Award for
2001-2002.
OVC student-athletes can
only hope to achieve this
award, for it is not only the
highest individual honor that
can be earned, but because it
is only given to three women
and three men, it is also the
hardest. This award is given
to selected student-athletes to
commemorate their leadership qualities and achievements in both the classroom
and their athletic environment.
Artist, an accounting major,
has achieved a 3.89 gradepoint average while starting
part-time for three seasons for
Coach Larry Inman's Lady
Colonels. She is currently captain of the Lady Colonels and
is averaging 10.3 points. 5.9
rebounds and 4.1 assists per
game.
Artist is no stranger to
awards both on and off the
court. In fact earlier this season, this native of Anita, Iowa,
was also selected as an AllPella Corporation Classic AllTournament team member,
won the OVC Academic
Medal of Honor in 2000 and
was a second-team member
last year on the Verizon
Academic All-District Team.
To achieve all of these superi-

Zoey Artist, a senior accounting major and guard on the basketball
team, and Brad Morris, a senior chemistry major and a member of

or awards, both on and off the
cdurt. Artist is forced to take
extra measures to excel.
"I put a lot of time into my
school work." Artist said.
"Time is precious with practice and road trips, but I still
find time to study most every
night. I have pretty good time
management skills too," she
said.
Artist also takes full
responsibility in her schoolwork and pushes herself to do
the best
"I've always had the inner
desire to do my best," Artist
said. "I put a lot of pressure on
myself in everything I do. I
don't know where that pressure comes from but I've
always had it." Artist said.
In the midst of achieving
excellence. Artist also manages to make time for other

interests she harbors. These
interests include, being a
member of the Crusaders for
Christ, Christian Student
Fellowship and Fellowship of
Christian Athletes. She is also
the co-leader of the team's
bible study group and serves
as a National Honor Society
Golden Key officer.
Morris, a native of Stanton,
has achieved a 4.0 grade point
average, while majoring in
chemistry with a minor in biology. Morris has been playing
golf for 10 years and is a fouryear letter winner for the
Eastern golf team.
Morris had an outstanding
fall golf season where he averaged an excellent 69.5 strokes
per 18 holes of play for 12
rounds of golf.
Like Artist, Morris is also
no stranger to awards both on

the goW team, were named OVC Scholar-Athletes this year. Only
six students were chosen tor the award throughout the conference.

and off the course. As a
sophomore, he was selected
to the third-team Verizon
Academic All-America team.
Morris' junior year turned
out to be just as productive
when he was chosen to the
All-Ohio Valley Conference
team after leading the team
and ranking ninth in the
league in stroke average at
74.9. Morris also finished in
the top 10 of four tourneys last
year.
This year has been just as
successful for Morris. He was
selected as a first-team
Verizon Academic At-Large
All-American in the 2001 fall
golf season and he has also
been a three-time winner of
the OVC Academic Medal of
Honor.
Morris is also active in
many clubs and organizations

around campus. He is the
vice-president of the Eastern
Students-Athlete Advisory
Committee, an active member
of the Caduceus Club, is
involved in the Honors
Program and the Eastern
mentor Program.
With practice, classes,
homework, and clubs, one
wonders how Morris finds
time for it all—but he feels it
all lies in ones priorities.
"Time management skills
have helped me balance
everything, but I feel that if a
person desires to do well in
both sports and academics
they will work hard and succeed," Morris said.
Since the beginning. Artist
and Morris have worked hard
to truly define what it means
to be a student-athlete—this
award just puts the cap on it

Seven game losing skid ends in 20Ts
Wr and Smith, KM.

BY COREY HALL

Sports Editor

Playoff. Begin

The NFL playoffs got underway last
weekend and it looks like we are in for a
great weekend of football. The defending
Super Bowl champs, the Baltimore Ravens,
look like a different team now that the playoffs have begun. They are back to their same
old tricks of play dominating defense and
not turning the ball over. They will travel to
Pittsburgh and take on the most undeserving
number one seed that I can ever remember
the Pittsburgh Steelers. In my opinion, any
team with Kordell Stewart as the quarterback can't go very far in the playoffs. The
other AFC game features the Oakland
Raiders and New England Patriots.
In the NFC, the St. Louis Rams look like
the most dominant team by far. However,
Brett Favre and the Green Bay Packers
could challenge them this weekend. If the
Packer defense comes to play, the Rams
could be in for a shocker. The other NFC
game features the Philadelphia Eagles and
Chicago Bears. This game should be a
defensive struggle with the first team to 17
likely coming out on top.
My predictions: Ravens and Patriots
advance in the AFC, Rams and Eagles in the
NFC.

Corey Hafl. editor

Steve Richardson/Progress
Eastern's Shawn Fields recorded his second double-double of the season Tuesday in a 100-96 victory over IPFW. Fields leads the Colonels in
•coring on the season averaging 13.7 points per game

The Eastern men's basketball team
ended a seven game losing streak Tuesday
with a 100-96 double overtime victory
against Indiana University-Purdue
University Fort Wayne (IPFW).
The Colonels (4-12 overall) mounted a
20 point lead with 8:48 remaining in regulation on a Shawn Fields put-back, only to
see IPFW go on a 33-13 run to send the
game into its first overtime.
"We obviously were having trouble scoring down the stretch, but they just started
knocking down some big shots. We do
make things interesting, that's for sure,"
coach Travis Ford said.
"But it is so much more fun to win than
to lose, these young men deserved this
win."
In OT No 1, freshman forward Michael
Haney scored six of his career high 29
points including two clutch free throws
with 12.6 seconds remaining to put the
Colonels up two.
"Coach and the other players put me in
a position to score and I was able to come
through," Haney said. "This was a great
win for us, and it was a long time coming."
On IPFW's next possession, Jeremy
King put back a missed shot to send the
game into its second overtime.
In the second OT, Haney willed the
Colonels to victory by scoring seven points
in the period, including a clutch three-point
play to put Eastern up four. On the following possession. Fields hit a jumper to put
the Colonels up five, a Richard Sadler dunk
and two Ben Rushing free throws later, the
Colonels earned their fourth win of the season and first in exactly a month.
"We didn't quit, that was the biggest
I.

thing," Fields said. "I told the guys to just
keep throwing it up and we would come
through."
The Colonels committed 23 turnovers,
with several of them coming down the
stretch to allow IPFW to creep back into it
Twenty-three turnovers is way to many,
we need to cut down on those, but I'm
proud of our team," Ford said.
Haney led the team in every major statistical category; he had 29 points, 15
rebounds and six assists. •
Fields recorded his second double-double of the season with 22 points and 11
boards.
Rushing rounded out the double digit
scoring for the Colonels with 20 points,
including 11-13 from the foul line.
"Our guys stayed together and never
panicked," Ford said. Their hard work has
paid off."
The win brings the Colonels record
throughout the semester break to 2-8.
During finals week Eastern lost to the
Dayton Fryers 82-70. That was followed by
a win over Transylvania 77-51 and two
more loses to Western Illinois 70-57 and
Louisville 94-77 respectively.
Eastern opened Ohio Valley Conference
play Dec. 29 with a loss to Austin Peay 8270 and went on to lose four more OVC contests in a row.
A 90-61 defeat at the hands of
Tennessee Tech, a heart breaking 69-68
loss to Tennessee State, a 95-75 loss to
Southeast Missouri State and an 86-59
drubbing to Eastern Illinois.
"Over the break we took a lot of bad
shots and had a lot of turnovers," Ford
said. "It's good for our young team to go
through things like this, hopefully we can
learn from them."
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Women add more Ws in OVC play
KMT
Spots

The women's basketball team
(11-3 overall. 4-0 in the OVC)
ignited a flame in the Ohio Valley
Conference (OVC) on Jan. 3.
defeating preseason predicted
champs Tennessee Tech. 71-64.
With January OVC victories over
Tennessee State. Southeast
Missouri, and Eastern Illinois,
LadyCoionstsvs.
conference foes have nervously
AurtnPwy
watched the flame burst into a
: Jan. 21 at 5:30 p.m.
raging fire.
The. win over Tech was
Alumni Coassum
Eastern"* first in the last seven
meetings and the first since a 97Lady Cotonata vs.
92 triple overtime game, which
ended victoriously for Eastern, in
Tsnnsssss Maittn
the 1997-98 season.
: Jan. 24 at 5:30 p.m.
The success the Lady Colonels
Alumni Cotssum
have generated amongst themselves can be attributed to the
explosive scoring force that has into the background, however, as
erupted inside the Colonels. it went on a run of its own taking
These four ladies, each of whom the lead 39-38 with 19 seconds left
average double-digits scoring per until halrtime
game and are responsible for creKatie KeBy stepped up for the
ating the "untouchable" status Colonels, however, and took conthat Eastern currently holds in trol of the game making a jumper
the OVC. are Katie Kelly with 12.5 putting Eastern back in the lead at
points per game. Charlotte 40-39.
Sizemore with 11, Zoey Artist
Both teams tied again in the
with 10. and Teresa McNair with second half at 42-42, but the Lady
115.
Colonels unleashed a 20-8 run to
shove Eastern ahead, 62-50. The
OVC highlights over the break Panthers managed to cut the
included explosive scoring by Colonels lead to six but found that
Colonels:
was as dose as they would come
• Pam Garrett helps snap as Eastern went on another run
Kavtn Martin/Progress
Tennessee Tech's streak and fin- before taking the game 91-72.
Miranda
Eckerle
blocks
a
shot
against
conference
foe
Tennessee State in
ishes with a double-double (13
Artist and Sizemore led the
points and 13 rebounds) in just Colonels adding 19 and 18 points the Colonels 91-71 win. She lead al scores with a career high 16 points.
her third outing as a Lady to the victory. Artist also added a
ColoneL
game-high nine rebounds and five
• Miranda Eckerle lead all assists, while senior teammate
... I realize that this is only a start
Lady Colonel players with a Mikki Bond tallied eight points
and I know the g—— wont got
career high 16 points and four and seven assists to go along with
easier but tougher.
rebounds in just 23 minutes of her six steals. Teresa McNair and
play as Eastern dominates Kelly also reached double-figures,
Larry Inman,
Tennessee State. 91-71.
adding 13 points a piece to the vichead coach
• Charlotte Sizemore helps tory.
Eastern push its win streak to five
with a season high 16 points and
tied a career-high with eight
Along with OVC wins. Eastern
steals on the night
also tucked a couple of non-conThe Lady Colonels have had a ference games under its belt over
Artist led the Colonels with 21
Katie Kelly led the Colonels
few loses in the past this season, the holiday break.
points, two steals, and five against Marshall with 17 points.
but fans can adhere to the fact
The Lady Colonels traveled to rebounds against Valparaiso.
Although Coach Inman is very
that OVC play is the most impor- Florida Dec. 7 to take on Florida
Kelly led the Colonels in scor- pleased with his Lady Colonels
tant part of the year — a part that International in what resulted in a ing with 13 against Iowa State.
and their performances thus far,
the Colonels have kicked off in 90-63 loss for the Lady Colonels.
he also realizes that the game is
However, the Colonels came
true fashion. In fact, with the Jan.
not over.
12, 91-72 victory over Eastern back and turned the tables the
After four games on the road,
"We have a great bunch of
Illinois, the Lady Colonels cur- next day with a 103-92 win over the Lady Colonels finally hit the young ladies who have worked
rently hold a six game win streak Florida Atlantic.
home court on Dec. 29-30 for the hard on preparing for the road
Teresa McNair and Charlotte annual Comfort Suites Classic.
ahead," said Inman.
and remain the only team in the
OVC who has not yet been defeat- Sizemore led Eastern against
The Colonels ended the break
Still if s hard to predict the
Florida International bucketing 12 with these last two non-confer- outcome of the conference—I
ed.
each, while Katie Kelly paved die ence matches, taking on Indiana realize that this is only a start and
Eastern almost let that six way for the Colonels against Purdue Fort Wayne (IPFW) and I know the games won't get easier
game win streak and perfect OVC Atlantic adding 24 points.
Marshall. The Lady Colonels but tougher," Inman said.
After traveling to Florida, breezed by both teams defeating
record slip away as the Colonels
Although the conference title
found themselves tied with Eastern was on the road again to IPFW 94-73 before swallowing may be uncertain, Inman's goals
Eastern Illinois at 15-15 in the first the Pella Corporation Cyclone Marshall 88-43.
for the Lady Colonels are not
Sizemore paved the way for
"Our ultimate goal is to win the
half of play. With the score knot- Classic in Ames, Iowa.
The team repeated the win-loss Eastern with 16 points and five conference championship and to
ted, the Colonels seemed to
quickly come alive as it jumped pattern, defeating Valparaiso, 70- steals followed by teammate Jill be in nationals," Inman said.
out to an 11-point lead (37-26). 55, before falling to Iowa State, 86- Perry who added 14 points in the
victory against LPFW.
Eastern Illinois refused to fade 75.
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SPICY ITALIAN
VEGGIE DELIGHT
TURKEY BREAST A HAM
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SEAFOOD & CRAB
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY BREAST
HAM A CHEESE
BX.T.
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MEATBALL
STEAK A CHEESE (100% sirloin)
ROASTED CHICKEN BREAST
PIZZA SUB
MELT

239
JJ9
X39
X49
JM

339
4.99
439
439
439

GARDEN SALAD
COLD CUT TRIO SALAD
TUNA SALAD
ROASTED CHICKEN BREAST SALAD
SEAFOOD A CRAB SALAD

Welcome back EKU Students
from your friends at
Main St. Cheveron

Dtoe-ta/Carry-out hour*
Mon.-Sat. 10:30a.m-12 midnight
Sun. 11 a.m.-11 p.m.
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want. We, also, do wedding,

MAIN STREET CHEVRON
421 W. Main Street • 624-3000

senior portraits, team pictures,
location photos are our favorites.

The Progress is looking for students to work in these positions:
Copy Editor: Must be available Monday, Tuesday night, or Wednesday
morning. Knowledge of AP style a big plus. $45 per week.
Newswriters: Help us cover the news on campus by writing a weekly
story or two.
.
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COME IN NOW!
[ ALL OF OUR MAJOR

BIG 0 BRAND TIRE INCLUDES

specializes in personal,
professional photos. We take the
time to capture the photos you

75/70R13
$79.96
96/7SR14
$83.96
P186/70R14
$85.96
P206/75R15
$89.96

P185/70R14
$74.96
P206/75R15
$72.96

Compare Big Os Guarantee!
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BEST
Euro Tour
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GREAT DEAL!

Moon Tree Studio

2.79
X39
J.79
.4J9
4.29

WE DELIVER! 624-9241
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(859)527-062^"

VALENTINE SP

See us for
your
T-shirts
and lettering

P155/80R13
$39.96
P196/75R1
$62.95
P186/70R1
$59.95
P205/75R15
$67.97
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BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Taylor's Sporting Goods

BRANDS REDUCED!

• FREE Rotation! Ewy S8M Milts
• FREE Litttima Air Prrourt Chtdi
• FREE
• FREE
• FAS
• FRK

Lifftinw Comnutir Balancing
Lifslime Flat Rapairs
Mounting
RatttrViln Sams

RICHMOND
623-9181
6351/2 Big Hill Avenue
Hours; Mon-Frt 8-5; St 8-12
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Sports B8 The Eastern Progress, B—1>nJ—iyg, 200s

OFFICER CANDIDATES

Track
teams
compete
at UK

WANTED GO FOR THE GOLD
Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting appbcatlons
fcr Officer Candidate Program Trito todixtes Dted Commission, ROTC/Stouhaneous Membership Program and
Office Candidate School.
BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUITION ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College Fund and the
Montgomery GI Bill.

Bv LBI Cos—a
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The Eastern Kentucky men
and women's track and field
wants joumcytd to Lexington this
past weekend to run in the
University
of
Kentucky

F*»

The Colonels had several runners place in the top 10 of their
respective events.
Alamni Shaw finished an
impressive seventh place in the 60
meter hurdles with a time of &23
seconds while Sheldon Scott finished 10th in the 60 meter run
with a time of 7.01.
Scott also placed eighth in the
200 meters, finishing in 22.10 <

team finished fourth at 10:20.20
and the 4 x 400 meter relay team
sixth at 3:19.83.
In the women's meet,
Cynita Hoskins finished the 60meter hurdles in sixth place with
a time of 88 seconds.
MoBy Dattilo placed sixth in
3000 meter with a time of
11:0532.
The women s distance medley
Phil Scott placed fifth in the relay team finished fourth place at
800 meters at 1 minute 53 sec- 13.-0336.
onds and 28 tenths.
"I think thia meet really
Rob Mortensen finished ninth ahowed who worked over
place in the mile with a time of Christmas break and who didnV
4:209.
aaid coach Rick Erdmann. "It
Eastern had two runners place showed who kept themselves in
in the top five in the 3000 meter. shape to keep their competitive
Alan Horton and Dwayne Conkhn edge.'
finished fourth and fifth respecAlthough he wasn't perfectly
tively with times of 8:38.62 and happy with the team's perforIII
mance as a whole, he was very
The distance medley relay excited about a iew of the todrrid-

►Sports briefs

PVmiUrfNogreM

in ma UK

Sartor KanyaSa Qrtgsby to*, and )untor Rob Jon—,
InvSatonal on Jan. 11-12. Boti ths man and ttw woman
aavsral nmara Snari In tw top 10.
ual performances.

"Alamni Shaw just blew me
away, that waa a huge leap for
him,* Erdmann said. "I think he
must have really worked hard
while everyone else was on vacation."
On the women's side he waa
impressed with the performance
of Cynita Hoskins
"You also have to remember
we were running against some
very high caliber teams,"
r f "TlfHaDn TtaTjffi

"Tennessee, Mississippi, and
Auburn, those are some very
competitive programs and overall
I thmk we matched up well with
them
"I think we've got a tot of work
to do before our next meet,"
Erdmann said. "But we definitely
have something to build on."

Compaad by Caaaondra Kirby

Pre-season poll picks
Eastern sixth in O VC

Both Anderson and Schneider Week for the week of Jan. 7.
were 2001 All-OVC Tournament
picks and second-team All-OVC
Cheerleaders in finals;
The Eastern Kentucky players last season.
University baseball team was
The Colonels kick-off the 2002 dance team competes
picked to finish sixth in the OVC baseball season in Birmingham,
Easterns cheerleading squad
according to Collegiate Baseball AL, Feb. 22 with an appearance in and dance team competed in the
Magazine.
the three-day Birmingham Universal
Cheerleadera
Austin Peay is predicted to fin- Southern Invitational.
AaaociaUon national champiish first
onships in Orlando, Fla., Jan. 10Sophomore center-fielder Josh
12.
Anderson and senior catcher PamGarrettisOVC
The Cheerleaders advanced to
Mike Schneider, two Eastern Freshman of the Week
the finals and finished seventh.
Colonels, were among the 14 athEastern basketball player Pam
The Dance Colonels did not
letes chosen as Top Players to Garrett waa named the Ohio advance to the finals but placed
Watch.
Valley Conference Rookie of the 17th in semifinals.

Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter ©(502) 395-0048
to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW-LIMITED OPENING „

Preparing for the CPA exam?
Need to meet the 150-hour
educational requirements for
Ohio, Kentucky, or Indiana?
Investigate the ONLY

MASTER
OF ACCOUNTANCY
program in the greater Cincinnati area
• 30 semester hour program
• Experienced, knowledgeable, concerned
faculty
• Full-time program
• Can complete in one calendar year
• Lowest tuition in the greater Cincinnati
area
• Tuition reciprocity for selected students
• Graduate assistantships
• Scholarships available
-^
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Our next issue is
Jan. 24. Get your ad
reservation in by
noon Mon., Jan. 21.
To place an ad, call
Ad Manager
Stephanie Aurt at

-.»>: ;"
For more information, pleasee
contact the Department of
Accountancy at
(606) 572-6526 or
www.nku.edu/-accountancy ft UNIVERSITY

NORTHERN
KENTUCKY

We need your
help. If you can
copy edit, stop

by and apply.

oody's
UuckSpetM

SJB3A 03

20 Years

Madison
IAIIIRIU

Cheeseburger
& fries
w/beverage

$3#99
wttitmMd

ID

tP&XJSPC&BGS'

acquire a new nickname:

[Sir].

623-0771
WE DELIVER!

Back To School
Special
1 Medium
1 Topping Pizza

You atotady know what it takes to be a sotdiar. Now that yours thinking of going to
college, find out what it takes to bacoma an officar. With Army ROTC, you'll not
only graduate with a degree and s sat of gold bars, you'll develop the leadership and
decision-making skills that can help youawm the salary and the respect. Contact
thm Education Centmr on pott or ttfArmy ROTC npimatnfatm listtd otkm. W% Xi^m
people started calling you by s dlffajant name.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any othar collage courae you can take*

!(g) FREE delivery
Now hiring Full and Part Time Delivery Drivers!
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PANAMA CITY BEACH:
Tht No-Bralner Destination
for Spring Break
Spring break's just a few weeks away, and you're ready to trade
grade point average for another kind of GPA - great party action!
But where?
Why not Panama City Beach?
That's a no-brainer considering
why you want to go away on
spring break in the first place.
Beaches. Sun. Fun. Girls. Guys.
Not necessarily in that order.
So, once again, why not Panama
City Beach?
Beaches? Oh, yeah. There are
27 miles of them. White, sugary,
sandy beaches caressing the
blue-green Gulf of Mexico. The Sti
Travel Channel rated Panama City
hangout, and the Trs
beac

pn
Visitors

Want to go clubbing? PCBeach has that, too. Many right on the
beach and offering myriad tastes in music - from classic hits and
golden oldies to heavy metal.
Jayna Leach of the
Panama City Beach
Check out
Convention &
Visitors Bureau
For all Spring Break friendly Propertie
says the city has
lots of other things planned for visitors, too.
"Corporate sponsors provide many ameneties and activities like a
Cool Out Cabana with contests and free drinks, free e-mail, and
there will be a three-day job fair. Many hotels are offering
welcome parties."
What's that lea"**? Oh, yeah - girls and guys. There are lots of
them, too. Panama City Beach police department expects 60,000
to 80,000 from all over the Midwest, East and Southeast to hit the
beaches and streets each week during spring break. So, there will
be plenty of new people to, ah, well, meet.
Plus, tucked into the northwest c
Panama City Beach
reachaUft^y air.
p and

es. GfFfs. Fun. Guys. Sun.
ma City Beach.

w beautiful •^Raeaches are,
e acclaimed by others," said Bob Warren,
nd CEO of the Panama City Beach Convention and
ureau.

Sun? Oh, yeah, there's lots of that, too. The average year-round
temperature is 78 degrees. That's a lot higher than 15 degrees in
Indianapolis or Ann Arbor in February.
Fun? Well, that's even easier. There's swimming (the average
water temperature is 72 degrees), diving, boating, fishing,
windsurfing, sailing, snorkeling, parasailing and jetskiing.
Don't want to get wet? OK. There's hiking, camping, golfing,
tennis and miniature golf, a zoo, amusement parks, a waterpark
(sorry, you didn't want to get wet), museums and arcades.

eiraeia

If you're not the active type, how about eating? Panama City
Beach, known locally as the "Seafood Capital of the World"
-:-all
a M 1tnll
0 I I II rr r. r•
because of its restaurants and Gulf water delicacies, has an array
888-595-2275
of colorful restaurants.
Panama City Beach Spring Break 2002
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Spring, Break Panama City Beach, Florida!
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BEACH RESORT & CONFERENCE CENTER

2 l.arij*' Outdoor Swimming Tools
S;)ilho.)t. Jet Ski Hid l';tr;i.S ;til Kentills
l.t/v River Ride & Waterslide Volleyball
ll«it£<* Beaelifronl Hot tub • Suites
fi|) to 10 I'eaople • I fill kitchens
• Indoor VtriUHl Dome & Tool
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(We'll even tell you where to find the answers)

8 GRAND PRIZES! One Week hotel stay for four at the Boardwalk Beach Resort.
50 $10.00 Gift Certificates from Pineapple Willy's - 100 t-shirts from Pineapple Willy's
Could anything be cooler than going
with some friends to Panama City
Beach Spring Break 2002, the best
and biggest beach bash ever! We're
giving away 8 Grand Prizes - hotel
stays for four people (2 packages
per week throughout the weeks
of 3/4, 3/11,3/18 and 3/25).

Below you'll find ten questions
about Panama City Beach and
some of its attractions. Answer all
ten questions correctly and you
are entered into the Spring Break
Sweepstakes. To find the answers
all you have to do is visit the
Website isted next to each question.

1) How many different types of rooms are listed on
the Americana Motel Spring Break Page?
www.americanamotei.com
2) What is the name of the Grill on the grounds of the
Holiday Inn Sun Spree? www.paradisefound.com
3) What year did the Panama City Beach Chamber of
Commerce win "Chamber of the Year" in the state of
Florida? www.pcbeach.org
4) Who is the SPRING BREAK MONSTER?
www.springbreakhq.com

5) How much does it cost to participate in the
WORLDS LARGEST AND LONGEST KEG PARTY?
www.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

To enter the sweepstakes and
start playing go to our Website www.springbreakpanamacitv.com
and correctly enter al of your answers
and fill out the official entry form.
That's it! And maybe, just maybe,
you and a friend will be our guest
in Panama City in March!

6) How many coupons are in the Beach Discounts
BuyMail Tourist Package ?
www.giscountsbuyrriaii.com
7) How many views are there on the Chateau Motel's
live web? www.chateaumotel.com
8) Name the DJ that has appeared at Harpoon Harry's
for the past 10 Spring Breaks?
www.harpoonharryspcb.com
9) How far is the Islander hot tub from the Islander
Tiki Bar? www.islandermotelpcb.com
10) Where is the World's Largest Beach Bash held?
www.pcbeachmotel.com

No purchase necessary. Open only to residents of the 48 contiguous United States and Washington. DC, who are 18 years of age or older at time
of entry. Void where prohibited. See full rules in this college newspaper or at www.springbreakpanamacity.com. Sweepstakes ends 1/21/2002.

lake It Frmm ike Chief:

Common Sense Keeps
the Good Times Rolling
Spring break is fun time, and meeting new
people is part of it. But one person you
don't want to meet is Bob Harding.
It's not that he's not a nice guy. He is. And
he really wouldn't mind meeting you.
But Bob Harding is a cop. Panama City
Beach's top cop. The chief.
"We are a nice little town of about 7,500
nief Rob** H- H^*ofl
which grows to more than 10 times its
size each week for six weeks during spring break,"
the chief says. "That kind of growth, with the kinds of activities that go
on, can mean a lot of headaches."
Still, the chief looks forward to the influx of visitors from the first of
March to the second week of April. "Most of these kids who come are
great, and they bring millions of dollars with them, which is absolutely
great for the economy."
The only thing Harding asks is that the students bring something with
them besides money - common sense. "We want the kids to have a
good time," he says. "We just want them to not leave their common
sense or manners at home." "Our biggest problems are just the sheer
numbers of people and the traffic, which can be overwhelming at times."
The main drag through town is U.S. Highway 98, which the locals call
Front Beach Road, and it is only two lanes. "That's why I say bring your
manners," Harding says, "because there are going to be times when
you need them with that kind of traffic."
OFRCtAL RULES. NO PURCHASE kCCESSAKV
1. HERES HOW TO ENTER
Startmg 12 01 am
l f
11/26/2001. and contintMng through II 59 p m
I I
1/21/2002. visit www spnngbrvakponamacrry corn and 'oftow
the onscreen er*y ■ istructions Vbu ** need ro answer the
10 Official Sweepstakes questions Answers io the questions
may be found hy vorttng the Websites indicated L«wt one
entry per vafcd e-mail address Normal t*ne rates ' any.
charged by internet service provider wM appty
2. Wnners w* be selected *i a 'andom drawing on or about
1 /28/2002 from among jM ebgtote entries received by D L
Btar. inc an independent >jogmg organizaton whose decisons are fvial Answers indicated on entry must be correct
to be ekgfcto Winners w* be notified by mmVe mail Odds
of winning w* depend upon the number of ehgtfMe entries
received
3. (8) Grand Prize*<2 packages per week) A ft rwght stay for
four at the Boardwa* Beach Resort one loom (quad occu
pancy) -n Panama City Fl . throughout the weeks of
3/4/2002.
3/1l'2002
3/18/2002
and
3/25/2002
fTransportation not included) $000 •« i. 50) ^*s1 Pnzes A
$10 Gift Certificate tor Pineapple Willys -100) Second Pn*ae
A T-shirt from Pineapple Aft*ys one n/e Ms d) $5 *a ,

IT

Prizes consist of only the items specrhcaHy listed as part of
the prize
4. Open only to residents of the 48 contiguous United State*
and Washington. DC. who are 18 /ears of age or older at lime
of entry
Employees of YbuthStream Boardwalk Beach
Resort Pineapple WiHys. the* respective affiliates subsidiaries advertising and promotion agencies and the irnmetkate fannry members and/or those Irving m the same house
hold of each are not ekgibtc void where prohibited by law
No substitution or transfer of prize by winners permitted All
federal, state and local taxes are the sole 'esponsibtMy of
winners All federal state and ocai taws apply AN materials
submitted become me sole property of YbuthStream and *rti
not be returned Potential Grand Pnze winners and guests
must sign and return an Affidavit of Eligibly/Ret*i»* of
t<ab*ry/Pnz* Acceptance Form wittwi dOl days of attempt
od notification hkancompkance wrihm this time period may
result in drsquakhcation and an alternate may be selected
Return of any pnze/pnze notification as undekverable w-M
result m disqualification and an aflernate wifl be selected
Winner s guests must be of «gal age and residents of the
US INTERNET CAUTION ANY ATTEMPT BY AN iNOfvID
JAL K> OELIBEHATELr' DAMAGE ANY A-EBSI"
>\<
UNDERMINE THE
EGltlMATV OPERATION OF THIS
MM ( PSTAKES 'S A /TOLATlON )f CRIMINAL ANO CIVX

The chief says it helps to have patience, too, when some of the locals
run out of theirs. "The loud music, noise and rowdiness can get a bit
much" for some residents, he says.
Harding says that the biggest legal problems college students have
during break are underage drinking (the legal minimum is 21) and
disorderly conduct - often related.
"We are tolerant," he says.
Not drugs, though. "That is one thing we are definitely not tolerant
about," the chief says. "No warnings. Zero tolerance on drugs."
Actually, that hasn't been too much of a problem in Panama City Beach.
"During the entire six weeks of spring break, we usually have between
2,000 and 2,500 misdemeanors, which is a very low number"
considering there are 450,000
to 500,000 visitors overall.
He wants the visitors to have a
good time. "There's plenty to do. I
would like for the kids to look after
each other. Don't leave a buddy
stranded if he has had too much
to drink.
"Just be nice; come down and
enjoy sunshine."
If students bring their manners, he
says, "then we like to treat people
the way we would like to be treated
when we are on vacation."
See, he's not such a bad guy. Hope
you don't get to meet him.

LAWS. ANO SHOULO SUCH AN ATTEMPT BE MADE
SPONSORS RESERVE THE RIGHT TO SEEK DAMAGES
FROM ANY SUCH INDIVIDUAL TO THE FULLEST EXli Nl
PERMITTED BY LAW Not responsible for late lost dam
aged, incomplete illegible postage due. misdirected mail, or
lor 'aulty incorrect or mistranscribed nnone/e-mail transmssjons. ^correct announcements of any kind technical hardware or software failures of any hind including any rtfury or
damage to any person s computer related to or resulting from
participating <n or downloading any materials n connection
with the sweepstakes lost or unavailable network connections, or tailed ^complete garbled or delayed computer
transmission which may umit a user s ab*ty to participate m
the sweepstakes Sponsors reserve the r«jht to cancel or
modify the sweepstakes if 'aud misconduct or technical tail
ures destroy the itegnty of the sweepstakes or A a comput
er virus bug. or other technical problem corrupts the adrrwi
stration security, or proper administration of the program as
detemwned by Sponsor/|udg*ng agency'administrator m
the* sole discretion In the event of such a dispute or m the
everrt a Potential winner entered via nternat and a dispute
ii ■...■. pajgajdng ,[-« rti< ndtadust snMlad 10 '•- BtM pnzv
entries made by nternet wifl oe declared made by the autho
nzed account holder and any damage made :o the Website
we) wso ue the esponsrtwiitv of *he juthonzed jeeount holder

Panama City Beach Spring Break 2002

of the e mail address submitted at the time of entry
Authorized account holder' is defined as the person who is
assigned to an e-mail address by an internet access provider,
onkoe service provider or other organization that is responsible lor assigning e-mail addresses tor the domain associated
with the submitted e-mail address
Participant may be
requested to provide Sponsor with proof that the perhcipant
is the authorized account holder of the e-mail address associated with the account/submission Proof of sencftng ** not
be deemed to be proof of receipt by Sponsor Any use of
robot* automatic programmed or the like methods of par
Icipation win void aH such submissions by such methods
Sponsors reserve the nght to substitute pnze of egual or
greater value Acceptance of prize constitutes permission to
the Sponsors and the* agencies to use winner s name and/or
i*eness tor purposes of advertising and trade without further
compensation unless prohibited by law By accepting prize.
winners agree to hold Sponsors their respective directors
officers employees and assigns, harmless against any and
aH claims and kebAty arising out of us* of pnze Winners
assume all kabetfy tor any <nfury or damage caused, or
claimed to be caused, by participation «i this promotion or
use or redemption of any pnze
9. The wwviers names if onzes valued it 125 or more. wiK oe
posted on www sprngbreakpanamacrty com oy 2/21/2002
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Call now and get over
1,500 anywhere, anytime minutes
at 3.90 a minute.
No monthly fees, no hidden surcharges, no fine print.

Sign up today
to get

500 minutes
of FREE calling!
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Campus Touch Monthly Calling Service gives you
ap long
distance to use
Or
from any phone - in your
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ISO Gulf Front Rooms
r Heated Pool, Kitchenettes,
Doubles, Suites
Cold beverages, Ice, Food A
Snacks!
In the Center of Miracle Strip!
Next door to Harpoon Harry's
Walking Distance to Taco bell,
Wendy's, McDonalds &
Hooters!
Beach Service with Lounge
Rentals INaverunn&r and
Parasails and 3 Volleyball
nets!
• Much More!
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Front Beach Road - Panama
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SPRING BREAK SESSION

Eat your greens. On spring
break, guacamole counts.

Arrive in one piece. Buckle up in the car, even if you, your
pals and your stuff are so jammed in that you think nobody
could fly loose. Take turns at the wheel, and catch some 77777s
before it's your shift. Pack a cell phone (and charger), an auto club
card and travelers checks in case of a breakdown. And let
hitchhikers wait for some fool behind you.

Getting personal. Pack - and
use - condoms and contraceptives in case the occasion
arises. Make sure spring break
remains a good memory.

One word - sunscreen. The higher the SPF factor the better,
especially if you are fair-skinned, but use at least 15. And slather it
on often. (Maybe that cutie on the beach towel next to you will
help.) A hat, shirt and long pants in breathable fabrics, and
UV-protecting sunglasses, will provide the glam look and keep you
from frying.
Regular, not extra-crispy. If you do get sunburned, chill out with
some old-fashioned magic. Soak a towel in white vinegar (you'll
find a jug, cheap, in any grocery store) and lay the towel on your
back, chest, legs, wherever it hurts. Shazzam! The sting is gone.
Then you're ready for a lotion with aloe vera to continue the
soothing and help the healing.

Water, water everywhere.
Drink it, lots of it. You'll keep
cooler and you'll avoid drymouth. If your room has a fridge
with freezer, fill and freeze empty
water bottles for your cooler.
They'll keep canned drinks cold
and provide chilled water when
you want it.
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Panama City Beach Spring Break 2002

Cfufe La Vcfa
1-800-405-5048
1-850-235-6966

6615 Th<

Panuma City Bca*4t, f-i, W**t

www beachvacations net

Dial Down The Center
I 800 CALL ATT
ABC
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Dial

1 800 CALL ATT
for Collect calls
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callatt.com
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GuH Front & GuH SKU- Un/fs
On.' H Two Room Krtch.-o.ttr-,
Hoati-d Pool & Hot Tub
Outdoor Bdrtxtuo Gulls
Tiki Bar .tnd Br-ach Activities
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Centrally Located for Shopping.
Dining & Mom'.
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www. islandermotelpcb. com

Check out
For all Spring Break friendly Properties

WE GOLD CARD AM THE PAHAMANIAC V
ME THE ULTIMATE FREE PARTY CARDS.
THEY ARE YOUR PASSPORTS TO THE BIGGEST
-ILDEST. MOST OUTRAGEOUS SPRM6 BREAK
PARTIES OH PANAMA CITY REACH
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Panama City Beach Spring Break 2002
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Want entertainment? Top-name
performers, battle of the bands, WCW
Monday Nitro, extreme sports challenges
and contests give you heaps to choose
from. Last year, Baywatch was searching
for Hollywood's next hunks and
hunkettes. Who knows what surprises
are in store for spring break 2002.
^^
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Local police are pretty cool, and they
want you to be safe while you have fun.
As many as 90 officers - the locals with
help from state troopers and the sheriff's
department - will be looking out for you
on Friday and Saturday nights. So tell
your folks not to worry.
The No. 1 choice for the 3 a.m. food run
isSuper Wal-Mart. You can buy some
ichies, get a T-shirt airbrushed and
oil change, ajl at one place. The
;h superstores one of the only
in the country that sells kegs.
.violation is under-21
of alcohol.
to drive. Local sponsors
uttle service to properties,
and attractions.

Cozy and cheap: Average number of
students sharing a room - six to eight.
# A tan and a job? More than 25 major
corporations - including IBM, Motorola,
Aflac and Sears - will host Spring Break
Career Expo in front of Spinnaker
Beach Club.

re?
Beach Convention
-722-3224 or go to
kpanMacity.com. You'll
aboj^Baces to stay,
more than 100

# One of the major highlights is cruising
the strip of Front Beach Road. Traffic can
be backed up for hours at a time, but
that's the point.
# Big name corporations sponsor
interactive games, contests and
giveaways.
Check out
For all Spring Break friendly Properties
Panama City Beach Spring Break 2002
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Then Check Us Out Online At:

beyondthewall |
Posters & Photos
OVER 2000 IMAGES
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PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA
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1.800.874.7101
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We've got your Bed & Party!
with Gulf Front Accommodations
and a Beach Club Party Pass.
The Pass gets You FREE Cover
& FREE draft beer at a
different club each night
of the week!
'
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I .Mill feel ofnrw pristine bcuch.
I w >■ (■ ult 11 <>m Hotel*, with 20-1 unite facing thi < .nil.
I .11 ur li< ,ic h-nli pool w it h slttidcd p.K io.
Shnrk\ 's Restaurant « iili "World's Largest (teach Bush"
pvcn liu—(l.i\ uftci noon, p.u i\ pvvn night v> it h live music
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Kit curts.
• ( nmplctc hr.ilili .md fitness renter. 12* Spa (Spa scute 8)
\ .1 20' X IO'llr.it. (I pool.
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• PnrusuilitMi.Wave Runners, -let Skiis. beneli
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Shopping within walkinK distance.
Sundeck m i*i lookiuu i he I
(.nil 'front picnic and part? nn n
lulU able with HBO.
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Gulf front room with
microwave & refrigerator
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Want to patty hard and keep your budget soft? There's only one place to go.
Mere mortals know it as the Boardwalk Beach Resort. Party professionals kick it as The
Spring Break Monster. Make no mistake about it There's no better value or better party
than on the Gulf Coast s largest private beach. Host to Sports Illustrated s Beach Club,
Beer Parties out the v.'azoo. Pool Deck festivities hosted by DJ Wizard and essential
munchies every day. And you can be here for as little as 14 bucks a day!
Plus pay 5 bucks , and you can drink all the beer you can handle ever^ day.
Did we mention we're next door to the Super Clubs?
for all the details

um cheap details' Or, peep the vitals at our info packed web sit'-
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EMERGENCY GUIDE
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Like any large community, we can't always predict when or where emergencies will occur. But our
safety during those times depends primarily on our level of preparation.
That's why Eastern Kentucky University, through its Emergency Operations Plan, has established a series
of procedures to manage various emergency situations and minimize the negative impact on people, facilities
and other campus resources
The Division of Public Safety and the EKU Safety Services Office, in cooperation with the Student Government Association, Division of Public Relations and Marketing, and The Eastern Progress, have prepared
and distributed this guide to help the University Community deal with various emergency situations.

^

Please review this information carefully and familiarize yourself with the procedures outlined for each
emergency situation. If you have questions, or if you wish to schedule a presentation to your group by a
safety officer, please call the Division of Public Safety at 622-2821.
Be prepared, and be safe!
Joanne K. Glasser

I INCLEMENT WEATHER CLASS/EVENT CANCELLATION
At EKU, class/evenl cancellation and delay announcements are posted on EKU's home page (www.eku.edu),
broadcast on WEKU-FM (88.0 FM) and Lexington television stations WLEX-TV (channel 18). WKYT-TV (channel 27)
and WTVQ-TV (channel 50). and given to other regional media outlets Generally, the information is available to
listeners/viewers by 6 a.m.
You also may call 622-2230 for up-to-date information and special announcements.
On some occasions, the University will be open but Will follow its Inclement Weather (Two-Hour Delay) Plan
In that event, see the followinq schedule lor class times

Inclement Weather Plan (2-Hour Delay)
Monday/Wednesday/Friday

Tuesday/Thursday
2-Hour Delay

Regular Class Period

2-Hour Delay

Regular Class Period

8:00-8:50
0:05-0:55
1010-11:00
11 15-1205
12:20-1:10
»:15

10 00-10 40
10.50-11:30
11:40-12:20
12 30-110
1 20-2 00
2 10-2:50

8 00-0 15

10:00-11 00

0:3010:45

11 10-12 10

2 30-320

3:00-3.60

3 35-425

350-4 30

4 40-5 30

4 40-5 20

6.00

600

11 00-1215

12 20-1 20

12 30-1 45

1:30-2:30

2:00-3:15

2 40-3 40
3:50-4:50

6:00

6 00

UP-TO-DATE INFO: 2-2239

Normal class periods lor Monday/Wednesday/Friday allow for a 50-minute class period and a 15-minute break Class
periods lor snow days will be 40 minutes with a 10-minute break
Normal class periods lor Tuesday/Thursday allow lor a 75-minute class period and a 15-minute break Class periods
lor snow days will be 60 minutes with a 10-minute break
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The recent installation of sprinkler systems has
enhanced the safety of EKU students in the event of a
residence hall fire.
All members of the University community should
take certain precautions if a blaze breaks out

Severe storms containing tornadoes can strike any
month of the year, any time of day.
A tornado watch means conditions are such that
tornadoes could develop and requires no immediate
action other than paying increased attention to further
information from local radio and television stations or a
NOAA weather radio and keeping a wary eye on the
skies, especially to the south and west
A tornado warning means a tornado has been
sighted in the area, or is indicated on radar, and immediate action is necessary.

•" To alert occupants to fire:
• Pull the nearest fire alarm.
• If time permits, dial 911 and give your name and
location of the fire. (If necessary, dial 911 from
■other building.)
• If you've pulled the fire alarm, once outside the
building, remain near the main entrance to direct
the responding safety officials to the fire.
•" When a fire alarm sounds, occupants should:
• Proceed immediately to an exit according to the
posted evacuation plan and move a safe distance
away from the building. If the primary exit is
blocked, choose the best alternate route, rf time
permits, close doors and windows behind you.
• Not use an elevator.
• If there is smoke in the area, remain close to the
floor.
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Before passing through any door, feel the metal
doorknob. If it is hot, do not open the door. Before
opening a door, brace yourself against it slightly; if heat
or heavy smoke are present, close the door and stay in
the room
■P If you cannot leave the room:
• Open the windows.
• Seal the cracks around doors with clothing or other
material, soaking it with water if possible.
• Hang an object (bed sheet jacket shirt, etc) out
the window to gain attention.
• Shout for help.
• If possible, call 911 and report that you are trapped
in your room.
If all exits are found to be blocked, go to a room as
far as possible from the fire, close the door and follow the
above procedures
If you judge the fire to be small and you're knowledgeable in the use of extinguishers, you can attempt to
put out the fire. Be careful to stay between the fire and a
means of escape. If in doubt, do not attempt to fight the
fire
(As with any emergency, the best advice is to be
prepared by familiarizing yourself with evacuation route
plans and locations of fire extinguishers.)

/

W Once warned, building occupants should:
• Stay off telephones.
• Move to designated "shelter areas." bringing
flashlights) and wearing shoes and jackets. (If a
building does not have a designated shelter area,
occupants should go to an interior hallway on the
lowest floor and stay away from windows. Avoid
auditoriums and gymnasiums and stay out of cars.
Get under a strong piece of furniture if possible.)
Brockton Apartments and Vickers Village residents
should evacuate to the first floor of their respective
buildings and seek shelter in bathrooms, hallways and
closets away from windows.
Occupants should remain in place until "all clear''
notification is received.
In the event of a direct tornado strike, residence hall
occupants should report to their hall director as soon as
possible and employees should report to their immediate
supervisors as soon as possible.

I MEDICAL EMERGENCIES
Medical emergencies can be either direct, such as
when a large number of building occupants are stricken
by some physical ailment such as food poisoning, or
indirect, involving other disasters that cause injuries,
such as a tornado strike.
In either event, call 911.

IHAZARDOUS
MATERIAL SPILLS
Hazardous material spills can result in fire,
explosion, release of toxic fumes and contamination of
water, among other effects. In the event of a spill of
possibly hazardous materials, dial 911 immediately
Members of the campus community will be
informed of any necessary evacuation measures by
campus authorities and media outlets.

CKY UNIVERSITY
■ CHEMICAL ACCIDENT
AT BLUE GRASS ARMY
DEPOT
In the event of a major chemical accident at the Blue
Grass Armv Depot, the University community will be
alerted by warning sirens with voice, as well as tone alert
and NOAA weather radios and given additional instructions on Lexington television stations and Richmond
radio stations: WCBR (1110 AM), WEKU (88.0 FM),
WEKY (1340 AM) and WKXO (106.7 FM).
EKU and the entire city of Richmond are located in
Immediate Response Zone 2E. (The zone breakdown for
all of Madison County can be found in the local telephone
book at the end of the "white pages" section.)
If an evacuation is ordered, the plan calls for EKU
students, faculty and staff to report to Lexingtons
lacobson Park off 1-75 at Exit 104 Model Laboratory
School will evacuate to Dunbar High School on Man-OWar Boulevard in Lexington The Child Development
Center of the Bluegrass and the Burner Child Development Center will evacuate to Henry Clay High School in
Lexington and Meadowbrook Farm students and staff
will move to Powell County High School in Stanton.
If you have a private vehicle, use it and take others
with you If you do not have transportation, report to the
Alumni Coliseum Parking Lot. In either event, take
personal identification and medical supplies.
You may be instructed to stay indoors. If so, close
and lock doors and windows, shut down ventilation
systems and listen to your radio or television for
additional instructions.

To report an emergency
situation, call

911or622-2821.

■ EARTHQUAKE
Unlike weather disasters, earthguakes occur
without warning. Most injuries and deaths result from
falling objects and debris because the shocks can shake,
damage or destroy buildings and other structures.
Distant earthguakes lasting more than 1 second
may cause minor damage to structures. Dishes and.
windows may break, plaster may crack, pictures and
mirrors may fall from walls and unstable objects
overturn. Some chimneys and walls may fall, but damage
generally will be slight.
If outside, avoid high buildings, walls, power poles
and other objects that could fall. If possible, move to an
open area away from all hazards. If in an automobile, stop
in the safest place available, preferably an open area, but
stay in the vehicle.
•" Other tips in the event of a quake:
• Wear shoes in all areas near debris or broken glass.
• Check utility lines and appliances for damage. If gas
leaks exist shut off the main gas valve. Shut off
electrical power if there is damage to wiring. Do not
use matches or lighters until you know there are no
gas leaks.
• Do not use light switches.
• Draw a moderate quantity of water in case service
should be disrupted.
• Check chimneys (initially from a distance) for cracks
and damage. Unnoticed damage could lead to a fire.
• Stay out of severely damaged buildings; aftershocks can bring them down.
• Do not go sightseeing; keep streets dear for
emergency vehicles.

■ UTILITIES EMERGENCIES
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These include total or partial loss of electricity,
water and/or natural gas. Most campus buildings are
serviced by emergency generators.
Upon significant loss of a utility on campus, call 011
or Facilities Services at 622-2066.

The possibility of flooding on campus is remote, no
part of the main University property is located in a
designated flood-prone area.
Should a section of campus flood, call 011.
•" Some cautionary tips:

I BOMB THREAT
All students and staff members will evacuate the
building(s) and move at least 1,000 feet away. Building
occupants, other than residence hall residents, should
take their personal belongings with them as they leave
the building.
No individuals will be allowed to remain in the
building at their own risk other than those designated as
search party personnel

• Roads may be undermined, so drive with care.
• Use flashlights in flooded buildings. Don't use
switches until they have been checked for shorts.
• Don't use flames or lanterns in flooded buildings.
• Don't handle live electrical equipment in wet areas.
• Report any downed wires, broken gas or water
mains to 911.
• Avoid drinking water until you are certain it has
not been contaminated.

IEKU CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
COMMUNICATION IS A KEY COMPONENT in the University s plan to handle a'maior crisis or emergency situation
How the University communicates will have a lasting impact on its reputation with students, faculty stall alumni
parents, the community the media, and other important constituency groups

3J

An effective communications plan coupled with the early involvement ol communications professionals will help
limit the negative impact of the crisis and allow the Division of Public Safety to effectively manage the crisis situation
EKU shall he forthright at all times and timely in its communication with the University community, news media
and general public during a crisis situation Decisions regarding communications will be guided by the commitment to
public disclosure and the public s legitimate right to be informed, balanced by a concern for the right ol the individual lor
privacy and personal security and the impact that immediate public disclosure could have on impending investigations
The EKU Crisis Communications Plan (CCP) provides policies and procedures lor the coordination ol communication
with the University community and between the University the media and the public in the event ol a crisis or emergency situation
^* The CCP objectives include:
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• To factually assess the situation and determine whether a communications response is warranted
• To assemble a crisis communications team (CCT) that will make recommendations on appropriate responses.
• To implement immediate action to identify constituencies that should be informed... communicate facts about
the crisis... minimize rumors... and restore order and confidence.
Identification of a crisis warranting the activation of the CCP is at the discretion of the University President or the
President s designee. the Associate Vice President lor Public Relations and Marketing or the Director ol Communications Initial information regarding the crisis or emergency, or one that may have potential crisis impact, should be
delivered without delay to the member(s) ol the Administrative Council having responsibility lor the areas aflei tod and
to the Associate Vice President lor Public Relations and Marketing or the Director ol Communications
Once a i nsis situation has been identified the Associate Vice President lor Public Relations and Marketing will
designate and convene a Crisis Communications Team (CCTI to assure a rapid coordinated and effective response to the
situation This team will include but not be limited to designated representatives Irom the divisions ol Public Relations
and Marketing Public Safety and Facilities Services the University Counsel a representative from Student Aliairs and
representative!*) Irom the arealsl most closely dealing with the situation
CCT members will serve as the conduit to their respective
divisions to relay current relevant information to the team
The CC T s activities will be coordinated by the Assoc iate
Vice Presidenl lor Public Relations and Marketing or the
Director ol Communications
•" Those activities will include some or all of the following:
• Designating a spokesperson
•Drafting a fact sheet.
• Notifying key constituencies, both on and off campus
• Responding to/alerting the media
• Disseminating information.
•Controlling access.
• Determining appropriate documentation

Eastern Kentucky University is an Equal Opportunity/Attirmative Action employer and educational institution and does not discriminate
on the basis ol age race color religion sex sexual orientation disability national origin or Vietnam era or other veteran status, in the
admission to or participation in any educational program or activity which it conducts or in any employment policy or practice Any
complaint arising by reason ol alleged discrimination should be directed to the Equal Opportunity Otlice Eastern Kentucky University
Jones Building Room 409 Coates CPO 37A Richmond Kentucky 40475 3102 859 622 8020 (V/TDD) or the Director ol the Office lot
Civil Rights U S Department ol Education Philadelphia PA
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